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resh firework has erupted in
the Rafale deal after a
French investigative website
Mediapart quoted an internal
Dassault Aviation document
revealing that the fighter jet
manufacturer had no option
but to enter into a joint venture
with Anil Ambani’s Reliance
Defence as it was presented as
“mandatory” and a “trade-off ”
if the French company had to
bag the 36 Rafale jets deal.
However, Dassault, in a
Press release on Thursday,
claimed it “has freely chosen to
make a partnership with India’s
Reliance Group” and added
that the decision was taken
under no duress.
Latching on the revelation, Congress president Rahul
Gandhi on Thursday called
for an investigation, declaring
that Prime Minister Narendra
Modi “is corrupt.” Also, he
demanded Modi’s resignation
and sought a probe into the role
of Modi in the deal.
The BJP rubbished the
charges and termed Rahul a
“clown Prince” who has
acquired mastery in levelling
false allegations.
The fresh revelation in the
Rafale came days after former
French President Francois
Hollande indicated that the
Indian Government nudged
France to have an offset deal
with Reliance.
Mediapart, which first
reported Hollande’s remarks,
said the Dassault management
had told its trade unions it was
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“imperative and mandatory”
for the company to choose
Reliance as an offsets partner.
Incidentally, the report came
out on a day when Defence
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
left for Paris to hold bilateral
talks with her French counterpart Florence Parly.
Quoting an internal document of the aviation giant, the
news report said Deputy Chief
Executive officer of Dassault,
during a presentation to workers representatives, said the
joint venture with Reliance for
setting up a plant at Nagpur
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was “counterpartie.”
The report said, “At
Dassault Aviation, according to
a document obtained by
Mediapart, the alliance with
Ambani was indeed presented
as a ‘counterpart’ to the Rafale
sales contract. “Dassault
Aviation’s deputy chief executive officer Loik Segalen made
this clear on May 11, 2017 during a presentation of the
Nagpur Dassault Reliance
Aerospace joint venture to the
staff representatives: ‘It was
imperative and mandatory for
Dassault Aviation to accept
this counterpart, in order to get

the export contract from India,’
said the no.2 (of) the group,
according to elected staff,” the
report added.
The joint venture is known
as DRAL.
The Dassault was transferring its assembly line to produce the Falcon business jets at
the DRAL facility being built in
Nagpur, and had to explain to
its workers why it was not creating jobs for French labourers.
The company identified
Reliance as “counterpart,” the
news report said.
The Mediapart article said
the document suggested the

Dassault official had explained
to its staff that the joint venture
was a “trade-off.”
The French aviation company, however, denied the
report and said it “has freely
chosen to make a partnership
with India’s Reliance Group.”
“This joint-venture, Dassault
Reliance Aerospace Ltd
(DRAL), was created February
10, 2017. Other partnerships
have been signed with other
companies such as BTSL, DEFSYS, Kinetic, Mahindra, Maini,
SAMTEL,... Other negotiations
are ongoing with a hundredodd other potential partners,”
Dassault said in a press release.
The statement said within
the framework of the
September 2016 InterGovernment Agreement
between France and India,
Dassault Aviation has sold 36
Rafale aircraft to India. In
compliance with the Indian
regulations
(Defence
Procurement Procedure) and
as frequent with such a contract, Dassault Aviation has
committed to offset in India
worth 50 per cent value of the
purchase.
The deal is worth over
C58,000 crore and the offsets
come to about C30,000 crore.
Continuing his broadside
against the Prime Minister,
Rahul alleged that Modi helped
his industrialist friend Anil
Ambani pocket C30,000 crore
in the purchase of 36 aircraft.
The Congress president
also described Sitharaman’s
visit to France as part of a “great
cover-up”.
Continued on Page 4
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ressure mounted on Union
Minister MJ Akbar to
resign after the RSS indicated
its support to the “victimised”
women journalists even as
Textile Minister Smirit Irani
backed the #MeToo movement
and said Akbar should speak
for himself.
Giving clear hints on
Sangh’s stand on the allegation
of sexual attempts made against
them by Akbar and others, RSS
joint general secretar y
Dattatreya Hosabale shared a
post by Facebook executive
Ankhi Das, which said, “You
needn’t have a #MeToo
moment to support the women
journalists who have narrated
their victimisation. You needn’t even be a woman. You just
need to have a sensibility of
what is right and what is
wrong.”
Tweeting the Facebook
Executive’s post, Hosabale also
commented, “I liked it. She has
articulated what I was feeling”.
Hosabale’s tweet in support
of female journalists who have
made complaint of sexual
harassment at their workplace
is seen significant as the social
media is gunning for the
alleged “predator”.
Close to the Sangh leader’s
tweet, Smriti Irani expressed
her solidarity with the women
who are speaking out and said
that “the gentleman (Akbar)
concerned would be better
positioned to speak on this
issue”.

A

very severe cyclonic storm
packing winds of up to 150
kmph and widespread rain hit
eastern India on Thursday
killing eight people in Andhra
Pradesh and damaging homes,
uprooting trees and power
lines in the State and in Odisha.
Cyclone ‘Titli’ made landfall on the eastern coast early
on Thursday wreaking havoc
mainly in Srikakulam and
Vizianagaram districts of
Andhra Pradesh and Odisha’s
Gajapati and Ganjam districts.
Traffic on the ChennaiKolkata National Highway was
hit after the uprooted trees
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She urged people not to
mock the women who are
speaking out against the
harassment meted out to them.
“I have said again and
again on this particular issue,
especially about women speaking out that anybody speaking
out in no way should be
shamed, victimised or mocked.
That is my only appeal to
everybody who is witnessing
this surge of outpouring of
emotion, anger on the internet
and offline also,” she said.
She underlined that
women don’t go to work to be
harassed but to work to live
their dreams and earn a
respectable living.
“So, I will say here today it
must be very difficult for
women to come out and talk
about whatever happened in
their professional lives. It is
extremely an important part of
time in our society where more
and more women are getting

the support, so they can speak
out. “I feel there are enough
instruments in our judicial and
police systems to deliver justice
and I am hopeful that all these
ladies who are speaking out get,
due to due process, the justice
that they deserve,” Irani said.
Foreign Minister Sushma
Swaraj had earlier chosen to
keep mum on the issue when
she was repeatedly asked to
comment on the allegations
against her junior ministerial
colleague.
Meanwhile, days after
terming the #MeToo movement raging in the country a
“wrong practice”, BJP lawmaker Udit Raj on Thursday again
questioned what if complaints
outing men for allegedly sexually harassing women proved
wrong and the prestige of a
man was destroyed.
Taking action or seeking
resignation of an accused merely on a complaint of sexual
exploitation means there is no
need of police or the judicial
system, he said.
“Considering oral or written complaint of the victim of
sexual exploitation as a judgment and taking action or
seeking resignation means
there is no need of police or
judicial system. What if the
matter proves wrong and can
the soiled prestige of a man be
restored?” the BJP MP from
North-east Delhi tweeted.
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elf-styled godman Rampal
was on Thursday found
guilty by a Hisar court in two
separate cases of murder and
other offences.
Hisar Additional District
and Sessions Judge DR Chaliya
held controversial godman
Rampal along with 26 of his
followers guilty of two murders
and other offences, including
wrongful confinement of his
victims at his Satlok Ashram at
Barwala in Hisar.
The quantum of punishment would be announced on
October 16 and 17.
Rampal has been in prison
since November 2014. A special court was set up inside
Hisar’s Central Jail to pro-

nounce the judgment via
video-conference.
Rampal and 27 of his followers were booked on charges
of murder and wrongful confinement after four women
and a child were found dead in
his Satlok Ashram on
November 19, 2014. Another
case was also registered against
Rampal and his followers after
a woman was found dead in his
ashram on November 18.
The two cases against
Rampal and his followers were
lodged at Barwala police station
on November 19, 2014.
Besides the murder
charges, the Barwala police
had also invoked offences of
wrongful confinement in the
two FIRs.
Thousands of his followers
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he
Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on
T
Thursday attached assets worth

had clashed with police when
they had come to arrest him
following directions of the
Punjab and Haryana High
Court over contempt of court
in 2014.

Rs 54 crore of Karti
Chidambaram and his company Advantage Strategic
Consulting Pvt Ltd. (ASCPL) in
INX Media money laundering
case. The attached assets
include immovable properties
in India, UK and Spain besides
deposits in banks.
The ED probe has revealed
that then INX promoters Peter
and Indrani Mukerjea met then
Finance
Minister
P
Chidambaram to expedite their
application for FIPB approval.

“The ED identified payments of
Rs 3.09 crore by Peter Mukerjea
to ASCPL and associated entities controlled by Karti through
manipulated debit notes.
During investigation, it was
admitted that debit notes were
raised on the directions of
Karti to show some transaction
which in fact did not occur,” the
ED said in a statement.
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blocked some sections of the
road, according to officials.
The South Central Railway
as well as East Coast Railway
cancelled several trains while
some were terminated midway,
officials said, adding a few
express trains were also diverted. Train services between
Khurda Road in Odisha and
Vizianagaram in Andhra
Pradesh also remained suspended since 10 pm on
Wednesday.
While no loss of lives was
reported in Odisha, “very
severe” cyclonic storm left a
trail of destruction uprooting
trees, electric poles and damaging hutments. The cyclonic

storm system is now moving
northeastwards towards
Gangetic West Bengal across
Odisha and will weaken gradually, the IMD said.
According to the India
Meteorological Department,
Cyclone ‘Titli’ made its landfall
near Palasa in Srikakulam district, south west of Gopalpur in
Odisha with an estimated maximum sustained surface wind
speed of 140-150 km per hour
gusting to 165 km per hour
between 4.30 am and 5.30 am.
Continued on Page 4
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Mumbai: The BSE Sensex
slumped over 750 points to end
at a six-month low and NSE
Nifty ended below the 10,300
mark on Thursday as global
indices witnessed across-theboard losses after investor sentiment was hit by heavy sell-off
in world markets.
The 30-share index, which
commenced with a gap down
opening, cracked over 1,000

points, breaching the 34,000mark and hit a low of 33,723.53,
before staging a partial recovery to touch a high of 34,325.09
in afternoon trade. The gauge
finally ended 759.74 points, or
2.19%, lower at 34,001.15. This
is the lowest closing since April
11. It had gained 461.42 points
on Wednesday.
Similarly, the NSE Nifty
settled at 10,234.65, down

225.45 points, or 2.16%. It
moved between 10,138.60 and
10,335.95 in day trade. “The reason for Thursday’s fall is clearly global after President Trump’s
acerbic comments against the
Federal Reserve and the consequent sharp fall witnessed in all
the major Asian markets,” said
Dheeraj Singh, Head of
Investments — Taurus AMC.
Detailed report on P10
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n yet another big setback to
three directors, including
Chairman & Managing
Director of beleaguered
Amrapali Group Anil Kumar
Sharma, the Supreme Court on
Thursday initiated contempt
proceedings against them and
directed that they be placed
under police surveillance for
the next 15 days.
The SC clarified on
Thursday that the Amrapali
CMD and directors Shiv Priya
and Ajay Kumar will not be
kept in police lockup for the
night and instead be taken to
a hotel in Noida, where their
phones will be seized. The top
court had on October 9, directed that the CMD and two
directors be taken into police
custody till they hand over all
the documents of the group’s 46
firms. The three directors were
released on Wednesday night
from police custody after nine

properties of Amrapali Group,
where bulky documents of
group companies are stashed,
were sealed in compliance with
the SC’s order.
A Bench of Justices UU
Lalit and DY Chandrachud
allowed the three directors to
stay in their home for Thursday
night but asked them to present
themselves before Station House
Officer (SHO) of Noida Sector
58 on Friday before 8 AM.
The top court fixed a 15day limit for forensic auditors
to collect, collate and catalogue the documents from
2008 till now with regard to the
46 companies of the group
from the nine properties situated in Noida, Greater Noida of
Delhi-NCR and Rajgir and
Buxar district in Bihar.
Continued on Page 4
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he Income Tax Department
on Thursday carried out
sur veys
against
two
business houses in the militancy-hit areas of the Kashmir
Valley for alleged tax evasion
running into crores of rupees,
officials said.
They said tax sleuths from
income tax offices in
Chandigarh and Rajasthan
were flown in here for carrying
out the surprise checks, an
exercise undertaken in the militancy-infested Valley first time
in 16 years.
About eight premises,
including godowns, of the two

companies were searched at
Pampore and Pulwama in south
Kashmir and in the State capital here. “The surveys are being
conducted on charges of tax evasion and the business premises
of the assesses are being visited,”
a senior official said.
The income tax teams were
assisted by the CRPF for ensuring the security of the team.
The first company that was
surveyed has been is Kings
Industries Private Limited that
manufactures electric poles and

iron structures, and is being
investigated for alleged “round
tripping of funds” to the tune of
Rs 10-11 crore as the same was
not reflected in their account
books, the officials said.
The second operation was
carried out against Srinagarbased Hafiz Constructions -- a
real estate company that is
also into hotel business. The
company is alleged to have
made “unaccounted transactions for sale of immovable
properties to the tune of Rs 10
crore”, they said.
The officials of the two
business houses were also
briefly quizzed by the tax officials, they said.
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ith 8,00,000 people killing themselves every year, suicide is the second leading cause of death globally among
15-29 year olds while half of all mental illness begins by the tender age of 14.
However, what is a matter of concern, as
per the World Health Organisation
(WHO), is that mental health is yet to
become a priority for Governments given
that the sector currently receives less
than 1 per cent of global aid.
Ringing alarm bells, the WHO has
warned that while presently mental health
conditions cost the world US $ 2.5 trillion
a year , the figure is expected to balloon to
US $ 6 trillion by 2030 if timely steps are
not taken to check mental health disorders.
In India, mental health disorders and
illness are on increase mainly due to changing social dynamics, taboos, unawareness
and lack of timely and adequate treatment.
As many as 80 per cent of people with any
form of mental or substance do not seek
treatment in India, a new report on mental health released by Lancet Commission
has said.
The earlier reports published in Lancet
too have pointed out that the burden of the
disease in India increased from 3 per cent
in 1990 to 6 per cent in 2013, whereas in
China mental, neurological and sub-
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stance-use disorders, accounted for 7 per
cent of disability-adjusted life years in 1990
and the percentage increased to 11 percentage by 2013.
Though the report acknowledged
India's efforts to get in place the landmark
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he Supreme Court on
Thursday issued contempt
T
notice against three directors,
including the CMD, of
Amrapali group for defying
various court orders and
sought their reply in four
weeks.
A bench of Justices UU Lalit
and DY Chandrachud asked the
three Amrapali directors — Anil
Kumar Sharma, Shiv Priya and
Ajay Kumar to present themselves before SHO of Noida
Sector 62 tomorrow before 8 AM.
It directed the Noida police
to take them to the sealed
properties where the documents of the group's 46 companies will be catalogued.
The apex court also directed Noida SSP to take the three
directors to hotel Park Ascent
after 6 pm where their cellphones will be seized and they
shall spend nights in the hotel
for the next 15 days, instead of
police lock up.
The top court said they will
remain under police surveillance confined to the hotel.
It also said that the sealed

properties of Amrapali group
in Noida and Greater Noida
will be open from 8 AM to 6
PM for cataloguing of documents for next 15 days.
The bench asked the two
forensic auditors Ravi Bhatia
and Pawan Kumar Aggarwal
complete the task of auditing
the balance sheet and affairs of
46 Amrapali group companies
in next ten weeks time.
Earlier in the day the group
had informed the apex court
that its nine properties in
Noida, Greater Noida as also
Rajgir and Buxar in Bihar have
been sealed in compliance with
the court's order.
The apex court had yesterday ordered the sealing of
nine properties of the embattled real estate company after
the three directors, who are in
police custody, said the documents related to the group's 46
firms were stored there.
The three directors had
moved an application before
the court stating that they were
willing to hand over all documents but the police was
unaware about which one
needed to be seized.

mental health care bill in 2017 entitling
people with mental disorders to access
comprehensive medical and social care services in community settings, it said the
quality of care continues to be poor for
mental health patients.
There is a severe shortage of specialists in India: just 4000 psychiatrists, 3500
psychologists, and 3500 mental health
social workers. This is too low given that
150 million Indians need mental health
care. Just 30 million are seeking care.
The Lancet report says that "even when
treatment is sought, its quality is poor - the
World Mental Health Surveys reported that
one in five people with depressive disorder received minimally adequate treatment
in high-income countries, dropping to just
one in 27 in LMICs (low and middle
income countries)."
We must work towards reducing the
stigma and increasing awareness through
media. Also, we need to encourage people to come out and talk about it, said Dr
Smitha Deshpande, head of the department of psychiatry at Delhi-based Dr Ram
Manohar Lohia Hospital.
According to 2015-16 National Mental
Health Survey (NMHS) survey, every
sixth person in India needs mental health
help of some sort. Of all the age groups,
it is the adolescents who need most help
with mental health issues.
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he Supreme Court on
Thursday was apprised by
a super-speciality hospital here
that Uttar Pradesh politician
DP Yadav, facing life term in
the MLA murder case, would
undergo spinal surgery on
October 19.
Yadav was awarded life
imprisonment by a Dehradun
CBI court in 2015 for his role
in the murder of Mahendra
Singh Bhati, an MLA from
Ghaziabad's Dadri area. The
lawmaker was shot dead at
Dadri railway crossing in
December 1992.
Yashoda Superspeciality
Hospital at Ghaziabad, in its
medical report filed in pursuance of an earlier order, told
a bench headed by Chief Justice
Ranjan Gogoi that Yadav's viral
fever has gone now and he
would be operated upon by
using local anaesthesia on
October 19.
The bench, also comprising Justices S K Kaul and K M
Joseph, considered the report
and extended the interim bail
of the controversial politician
for undergoing the surgery. It

also directed the hospital to
furnish a fresh report on
October 22 and fixed the matter for hearing a day after.
After perusing the report,
the court today said the
surgery, which was said to be
a complicated one, can be done
through laproscpoic method by
using local anaesthesia.
Earlier, the apex court had
directed the hospital to furnish
a report whether Yadav was fit
to undergo spinal surgery and
had cautioned him against taking any "undue advantage".
The bench, which had earlier granted an interim bail for
15 days to Yadav for undergoing pre-operation tests, had
taken strong note of the fact
that the tests have not been
done on the ground that he was
having viral fever and had
warned that it would send him
back to jail.
Yadav, whose appeal in the
Uttarkhand High Court against
the 2015 trial court verdict is
pending, had moved the top
court for grant of bail for
undergoing the surgery.
The High Court, on June
14 this year, had rejected the
bail plea of Yadav.
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C

oncerned with the rise in
instances of urban flooding in the country, the Ministry
of Housing and Urban Affairs
( MoHUA) is bringing guidelines on how cities should deal
with such a situation. The
Ministr y has asked the
National Institute of Urban
Affairs (NIUA) to prepare
guidelines to prevent urban
flooding.
The comprehensive assessment of losses by the
Government during the period between 1953 and 2017
states that overall 256.150 million hectares of crops worth Rs
1.09 lakh crore and over 8
crore houses worth Rs 53,576
crore were damaged while over
6 crore cattle and 1 crore lives
were lost during the six -anda-half decades. In all, the floods
have affected over 20 crore
people so far.
According to Housing and
Urban Affairs Minister
Hardeep Singh Puri, there has
been an increasing trend of
urban flood disasters in the
country in the past few years
and the ministry has asked the
NIUA ( National Institute of
Urban Affair ) to put together
facts on the recent floods, be it
in Kerala or Kashmir, and

ATR^\\T]SPcX^]bc^QTSaPf]d_c^
cPRZ[TU[^^SX]VfX[[QTQPbTS^]
RPcTV^aXTbbdRWPbTPa[hfPa]X]VU^a
]PcdaP[SXbPbcTa_aT_PaTS]TbbU^a
T\TaVT]RhP]S_[P]]X]VU^aSXbPbcTa
aTSdRcX^]
hold talks with experts to look
at the causation.
"During Kerala flood, the
urban flooding issues were
raised again on whether we are
prepared sufficiently to deal
with situation," Puri said after
attending a workshop on
'Urban Flood Resilience' where
experts suggested a number of
ways to tackle the issue. The
workshop was organised by the
NIUA.
The minister said that
there is need to devise a system
to anticipate natural disaster

and make preparations accordingly to deal with it. As per
primary estimate, Kerala flood
caused damage of assets over
Rs 20, 000 crore.
According to the ministry,
recommendations to be drawn
up to tackle urban flooding
will be based on categories
such as early warning for natural disaster, preparedness for
emergency and planning for
disaster reduction.
An official of the NIUA
said once the recommendations
are drawn up, they will be sent
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elhi will soon get 17 lakh
new houses that will be
D
able to accommodate 76 lakh
people. The Ministr y of
Housing and Urban Affairs
(MoHUA) has finally approved
the Delhi Development
Authority (DDA) ambitious
plan 'land pooling policy'.
Union Housing and Urban
Affairs Minister Hardeep Singh
Puri on Thursday announced
that he has signed the land
pooling policy. The policy has
been hanging fire for five years.
The policy covers urbanizable
areas of urban extensions in 95
villages. Formulated with an
aim to provide affordable housing in Delhi, the policy is also
expected to trigger economic
development and generate one
lakh jobs.
As part of the policy, DDA
will act as a facilitator and planner and the process of pooling
and development will be taken
up by developer entities or consortiums. Sources said that DDA
has received 734 suggestions on

land pooling policy. According
to MoHUA officials, the policy
has been simplified further and
DDA will now act as facilitator,
regulator and planner and for
the uniform distribution of land
to respective landowners; DDA
prepares draft policy and regulations.
"A minimum two hectares
of land will be required by
developer entity to apply for
this policy. Each entity or land
owner should have valid and
lawful owner of the land parcel proposed for pooling," the
policy said.
Several farmers who have
made consortium to get bene-

fit from land pooling policy, is
now worried with this new regulation which make them
impossible to avail the benefit.
The policy further states
that differential land return in
two categories has been replaced
with uniform division of land
on 60:40 basis. The policy covers greenfield areas in five zones,
including J, K-1, L, N and P-II,
which come under the Master
Plan of Delhi-2021 (MPD).
DDA has, however,
reduced the earlier floor area
ratio (FAR) of 400 to 200 in
view availability of water,
requirement of land for physical and social infrastructure
and impact on environment. As
a result, instead of the projected 24 lakh dwelling units, DDA
now expects 17 lakh dwelling
units to come up in areas
developed under the land pooling policy.
The land pooling policy
was notified by the MoHUA in
September 2013 while the regulations for operationalisation
of the policy were approved in
May 2015 by the Ministry.

to states. NIUA Director Jagan
Shah stressed on the need for
better coordination between
different departments in states
during natural disaster.
The government data
shows that on an average, over
1,600 people die every year due
to floods, affecting nearly 32
million people. More than
92,000 cattles are lost every
year, seven million hectares of
land is affected (16 percent of
the total flood prone area), and
damage is over Rs 5,600 crore.
Floods resulted in loss of 0.86
percent of the total GDP in the
1970s and 1980s.
Officials of MoHUA said
that the NDMA (national disaster management authority)
panel, set up in the wake of the
2005 Mumbai floods, held that
urban flooding is a phenomenon distinct from rural flooding. Hence, the panel said, it
needs to be dealt with by the
ministry in charge of urban
affairs through an urban flooding unit headed by an officer
at the level of joint secretary.
In July 2012, the Ministry
of Home Affairs had issued
orders designating the urban
affairs ministry as the nodal
ministry for urban flooding,
but since then there has been
no movement to make it operational.
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S sanctions will not be an
impediment to IndoU
Russia defence deals, and New
Delhi and Moscow could soon
sign agreements on frigates
and Kalashnikov assault rifles,
Russian Ambassador to India
Nikolay Kudashev said
Thursday.
Describing the recentlyinked USD 5.4 billion S-400
missile defence system deal as
the "largest contract" in the history of Indo-Russia ties, he said
it was one of the "speediest"
agreements to be signed
between the two countries and
there were no protracted negotiations.
The implementation of the

±8]cWTR^\X]V\^]cWb
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contract, signed during
President Vladimir Putin's visit
from October 4-5, would start
in 2020 and would last for five
years, he said.
"In the coming months,

you can expect more deals.
Talks are on, this is the normal
process. We hope that within
two-three months... We could
soon have a deal on frigates, it
is very much on the agenda of

the two sides, and we could
soon have a deal on the
Kalashnikov assault rifles," the
envoy told a select group of
journalists here.
"Yes," Kudashev said
emphatically, when asked
whether it would be right to
state that Countering America's
Adversaries Through Sanctions
Act or CAATSA would not put
pressure on India and Russia
for further defence deals.
His remarks come just a
day after US President Donald
Trump said India would soon
"find out" if the punitive
CAATSA sanctions apply to it
over its USD 5 billion deal
with Russia to purchase the S400 Triumf air defence system.
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he Union Ayush Ministry's bid to rope
in Public Sector Units (PSUs) to open
T
hospitals exclusively providing traditional systems of medicine including Ayurveda
across the country has started delivering
results.
In a first, and what can be called as a
shot in the arm for the Ministry, the
Government's Navratna, National Thermal
Power Corporation (NTPC) has agreed to
set up Ayush centres in five cities —
Kayamkulum in Alappuzha district of
Kerala, Koldam (Bilaspur in Himachal
Pradesh), Tapovan (Rishikesh in
Uttarakhand), Vindhyanchal and Farakka
in West Bengal.
"The nitty-gritty is being finalized," a
senior official from the Ministry said
adding that talks are on with other PSUs
too in this direction.
He said that efforts are on to persuade
the PSUs to set up the Ayush Centres in
the remote areas where medical facilities

0hdbWRT]caTbc^QTU^a\TSX]
:PhP\Zd[d\X]0[P__diWPSXbcaXRc
^U:TaP[P:^[SP\1X[Pb_daX]
7X\PRWP[?aPSTbWCP_^eP]
AXbWXZTbWX]DccPaPZWP]S
EX]SWhP]RWP[P]S5PaPZZPX]1T]VP[
are almost nil or inaccessible. "There has
been demand for the traditional systems
of medicines as these are playing vital role
in providing health care to large section of
population, especially in developing countries like India.
"This is because of the affordability of
people to buy Ayurvedic medicines that are
of low cost, compared to that of Allopathy,"
the official added.
He attributed growing demand for
alternative medicines also to the increasing
awareness among the public regarding the
efficacy of Ayush, availability of scientifically validated ayush medicines like antidiabetes drug BGR-34 (developed by CSIR)

and Ayush Ministry's emphasis on good
manufacturing practices in the sector.
The Ministry is also pushing for programmes such as training of trainers for
orientation of ASHAs/ANMs to the potential of AYUSH with respect to general wellness and preventive health care including
prevention of common ailments like diabetes and popularizing common ayurveda and yoga remedies/practices for the
management of such illnesses.
Last year, the Centre had approved
proposals for setting up of 100 Ayurveda,
Unani, Siddha, and Homeopathy
(AYUSH) hospitals across the country.
During the last three years, the
Government had also approved posting of
4000 AYUSH doctors in primary health
centres across the country.
In fact, the National Health Policy,
2017 has also envisaged the integration of
the Ayush system in the NHP and contribution in larger aspect including the
Non- Communicable Diseases, the official
added.
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ore than 900 prisoners
have been released from
jails across India under an
amnesty scheme announced
as part of the year-long celebration to mark the 150th
birth anniversary of Mahatma
Gandhi beginning October 2,
the Home Ministr y said
Thursday.
Women convicts aged 55
years and above and male convicts of 60 years or more, who
have served half of their sentence, and a few other categories of prisoners were eligible for the amnesty scheme
announced by the Narendra
Modi government.
In the week-long first
phase of special remission to
prisoners, the states and Union
territories, after obtaining the
approval of the competent
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authority in their jurisdictions,
have released more than 900
prisoners, a home ministry
statement said.
In the second and third
phase, prisoners will be
released on April 6, 2019 and
October 2, 2019 respectively.
The following categories of
prisoners are eligible for special
remission: women convicts of
55 years of age and above, who
have completed half of their

actual sentence period, transgender convicts of 55 years of
age and above, who have served
half of their actual sentence
period, male convicts of 60
years of age and above, who
have completed 50 per cent of
their actual sentence period.
Physically challenged or
disabled convicts with 70 per
cent disability and more who
have completed 50 per cent of
their actual sentence period, ter-

minally-ill convicts, convicted
prisoners who have completed
two-third (66 per cent) of their
actual sentence period are also
eligible under the scheme.
Special remission scheme is
not available to prisoners who
have been convicted for an
offence for which the sentence
awarded is death or where
death sentence has been commuted to life imprisonment,
cases of convicts involved in
serious and heinous crimes
like dowry death, rape, human
trafficking and convicted under
POTA, UAPA, TADA, FICN,
POCSO
Act,
Money
Laundering, FEMA, NDPS,
Prevention of Corruption Act,
etc.
While releasing the prisoners, they will be gifted books
relating to Mahatma Gandhi
and will be provided suitable
counselling.
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ll
India
Congress
Committee (AICC) on
Thursday formed a seven
member ‘Core Committee’ to
take decisions and formulate
strategy for the upcoming polls
and undertake the poll campaign in state of Chhattisgarh.
Chhattisgarh is to witness
the polls in two phases and the
first round of filing of nomination starts from October 16
for first phase.
Reliable party sources said
that this decision is seen as
downsizing the powers of
Chhattisgarh Pradesh Congress
Committee Chief Bhupesh
Baghel, who was been till now
leading from the front but now

Baghel is a member of the committee.
Now, a joint responsibility
has been now assigned to the
high power Core Committee.
The committee will now
onwards look after all the activ-

ities of CGPCC as well as will
jointly decide about the election campaign.
In a press communiqué
issued by AICC General
Secretary Ashok Gehlot, he
informed that the AICC Chief

Rahul Gandhi had formed a
seven
member
Core
Committee.
The high power core committee comprises Chhattisgarh
In charge of AICC, P.L. Punia,
CGPCC Chief Bhupesh Baghel,

Leader of Opposition in
Chhattisgarh State Assembly,
T.S. Singhdeo, former Union
Minister Charandas Mahant,
former Union Minister Arvind
Netam, Kamala Manhar and
Member of Parliament from
Durg, Tamradhwaj Sahu, the
communiqué said.
The action is seen as an

attempt of ending factionalism
which was reportedly witnessed after a sting operation
allegedly of CGPCC Chief
Bhupesh Baghel. Party sources
pointed out that the high command was also reported to be
angry over the way said to be
angry over the mode sleaze CD
issue was tackled by Baghel.
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eeping in view of the election
model code of conduct (MCC)
K
effective in State of Chhattisgarh for
Assembly Election 2018, directive
has been issued for withdrawal of
all clerical staff facilities extended to
Members of Legislative Assembly
(MLAs) with immediate effect.
The circular to this effect has
been issued by State Secretariat
(Mahanadi Bhawan) on Thursday
by General Administration
Department (GAD).
In an circular issued to all the
District Electoral Officers cum
District Collectors of state, Election
Commission of India has
announced the election scheduled
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for state of Chhattisgarh on October
6, from which the election model
code of conduct has been enforced.
All the clerical staff provided
to the MLAs should be withdrawn and posted in the concerned
parent department of the employees and without delay should
take the charge. GAD has also
directed all the departments to
submit compliance report.

1XUVLQJVWXGHQWVWDNHRDWKGXULQJ 19?_aTbXST]c0\XcBWPWc^PaaXeTc^SPh
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nder Systematic Voters’
Education and Electoral
Participation (SVEEP), programme organised by Election
Commission of India on
Thursday, students of
Government Nursing College
participated. All the participant
students then took pledge to

use the power to cast vote in the
upcoming assembly elections
2018 and also spread the awareness to others too.
The students of nursing
faculty during the event also
staged a street show on need to
cast one’s vote. Similar events
are being organised in association with Mor-Raipur Club,
the where students will be

reaching colonies, slum areas
and all the locations where people are to be required to be
educated on how and the need
to exercise their right to vote.
They will be holding cultural programmes and through
different mediums, they shall
be promoting the electoral
awareness among the people.
During the event, it was

explained in detail that this
general election event is an
important each person as part
of the democracy. Each and
every section of the society
selects the public representative
through the process of polling.
In case the person does not
use his right to vote and does
not indulge in the voting activity his or her vote will be of no
use. His role in selection of his
public leader is negated.
The students of the nursing
college through many ways
insisted the audience to use
their right to vote without failure as it is their responsibility
towards nation and is our duty
also.
Principal of the college
Vandana Chansoria, Peter,
Warden Kalpana Sahu, NSS
Program Officer Sunita
Chansoria, Purushottam
Mishra from Positive India
and J. S. Thakur from Lions
Club Raipur were present.

C^X]cTaPRcfXcWQ^^cW
[TeT[X]RWPaVTPc
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haratiya Janata Party
national president Amit
B
Shah would be on two day visit
to Chhattisgarh from October
12. On day one, he would be
reaching Ambikapur directly
from New Delhi, said Bharatiya
Janata Party state president
Dharamlal Kaushik while briefing media on Shah’s visit.
He said Bharatiya Janata
Party is fully prepared for the
upcoming election and all the
relevant preparations on
ground level are also ready. The
BJP target is to win 65 plus
seats which is for sure.
On the scheduled programme of Amit Shah, he said

19?BcPcT_aTbXST]c3WPaP\[P[:PdbWXZPSSaTbbX]VcWT\TSXPPQ^dceXbXc^U19?]PcX^]P[_aTbXST]c0\XcBWPW

that National President would
be holding booth level workers
meeting at Kala Kendra
Ground, Ambikapur.
Shah would then proceed
for Bilaspur where he would
again address the booth level
workers meeting at Science
College ground. He would also
addressing the Lawyers con-

B

owing to the Opposition
within the Janata Congress
Chhattisgarh (Jogi) party workers against fielding former

BC055A4?>AC4AQ
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he webcasting would be
done for 140 polling booths
T
falling under Janjgir-Champa

Abdul Hamid Hayat declared
that Mishra has been withdrawn as a party candidate
from Dharsiwa assembly constituency. He would also not
contest the assembly election

0\^cWTacahX]Vc^bPeTWTaRWX[SUa^\cWTbW^fTaPbZX]VWTac^V^c^cWTbWPSTc^bPeTWTabT[UUa^\cWTbW^fTaB^\T_Pacb^UBcPcTX]R[dSX]VRP_XcP[RXchAPX_da
fXc]TbbTSbdSST]bW^fTa
BP]c^bWBPWd

24>c^X]cTaPRcfXcWe^cTabcWa^dVWCfXccTa5PRTQ^^Zc^SPh
Minister Vidhan Mishra, from
Dharsiwa Assembly constituency, the party on
Thursday declared that he will
not contest the Assembly polls.
Instead, he has been assigned
the job of State In charge of
party campaign for the upcoming elections.
In a joint press conference
at state office of the party situated at Katora Talab, Mishra
and party General Secretary

from any other seat.
He has been assigned the
work as State In charge for the
party campaign in the elections, they informed. It was
informed there that the stature
of Mishra has been elevated
and instead of fielding him to
any assembly segment his experience would be utilized in
party’s interest by making him
campaign in charge of the
entire state.
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he valedictory session of
the two-day International
T
seminar on “Minerals and
Met a ls– Out lo ok 2030”
organised by NMDC and
supported by Ministry of
Steel, Ministry of Mines and
Ministry of External Affairs,
DIPP, Government of India,
concluded on Wednesday in
Delhi.
Chief Guest Haribhai
Par t h ibhai C haud har y,
Minister of State for Coal and
Mines said in his address,
“We wish India to achieve the
target of 300 million tonnes
production capacity of steel
by 2030 and Ministry of

Shah would then arrive at
Raipur and address the booth
level party workers of Raipur
and Durg division. He would
also address the convention of
intellectuals at 6.30 pm at
Medical College auditorium.
Kaushik said that Amit
Shah would leave for New
Delhi at 9.00 pm.
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vention and stay at Bilaspur for
night.
Kaushik further said that
on second day, October 13, he
would proceed for Jagdalpur
from Bilaspur at 11.15 am. He
would offer prayers at Maa
Danteshwari and address
Booth level workers at Lalbagh
ground, Jagdalpur.
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hhattisgarh Chief Electoral
Officer Subrat Sahoo would
C
be directly interacting with
voters on October 12 from
12.00 noon to 1.00 pm on
Facebook and Twitter.
Sahoo would be available
live on office of Chief Electoral

Officer official Facebook page
and
Twitter
handle,
@CEOChhattisgarh for the
interaction. He would be also
replying to the queries raised by
the electors. The electors would
have to record their queries on
the Facebook and Twitter. They
can also register their questions
before the scheduled period
also.
Sahoo would also be briefing the voters on the use of
‘cVIGIL’ App being used for
first time in state of
Chhattisgarh.
CEO Sahoo was earlier on
October 1 was live on Facebook
for interaction with electors.

Large number of electors had
raised many questions regarding the elections and they
doubts were cleared. With success achieved in the live interaction, once more the session

=DcdUU\`b_TeSdY_^dQbWUdRi" #
Mines will extend support for
the same’’.
The international conference was applauded by
one and all and appreciated
the efforts of NMDC and
especially of N. Baijendra
Kumar, IAS, CMD, NMDC
for coming up with this initiative to bring in world
experts from minerals and
metals industry to one platform.
The two-day seminar saw
participation from about 600
participants from 16 countries, presentations from over
30 international speakers,
CEOs sessions and panel discussions on the theme of the
seminar.

has been organised, that also
both on Facebook and Twitter
so that more electors can be
reached. This would also help
to spread the awareness and
motivate them to cast their vote.
Social media wing of office
of CEO has urged all the electors of state to participate during the period.
Already, for creating awareness among the electors for
Chhattisgarh State assembly
general election 2018, on social
media Facebook there is competition #ChhattisgarhVotes is
underway. The winner would
get cash prize of Rs 500 to Rs
50,000 based on their likes.

district based Assembly constituencies while in Bemetara,
in all its three Assembly constituencies of Navagarh,
Bemetara and Saja, 73 polling
booths will have the facility.
According to JanjgirChampa District Electoral
Officer N Bansode, in 140
polling centres would have
the facility of webcasting in the
assembly constituencies of
Janjgir-Champa district. He
said that officials have been
directed to ensure internet
facility in these polling centres.
Additional to it the Polling
centre of Navagarh will be
converted into Pink Booth. In
this booth all the officers and
employees of polling team
would be women. It is just a
theme and no colour of pink
would be used as it is for
women voters only.
Similarly, B emetara
District Electoral Officer and
Collector M D Kawre said that
in all the three assembly constituencies of Navagarh,
Bemetara and Saja around 73
polling booths would be
brought under webcasting.
This would link these polling

centres directly to Election
Commission of India.
On selection of the polling
centres, he said that in each
State Assembly constituency
as per 10 percent average, the
polling centres are being
included for webcasting. The
nodal officers and the officers
of Bharat Sanchar Nigam
Limited (BSNL) have been
directed to ensure internet
connection at these centres.
District Collector further
said that Election Observers
place of stay, new circuit house
and strong room of
Agriculture Produce Market
centre, Bemetara would be
provided with internet connection. Similarly, in each
state assembly seat, 10 each
model polling centres would
be developed. It would have all
facilities.
He pointed out that the
concept of model polling
booth is that it should have
two doors, one to enter and
other to exit, shade for electors, water for drinking, sitting
arrangement, presiding officer
table should have table cloth,
name plates of all the polling
team is displayed, toilet
among others.
He further said that in
each three assembly constituencies five pink booths
would be constituted.
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run Kumar Rath took
charge as Chief Executive
Officer of SAIL’s Bhilai Steel
Plant (BSP) on Thursday.
Upon arrival at Bhilai
Niwas in the morning, Rath
was welcomed by Reeta
Banerjee, ED (MM), PK Dash,
ED (Works) BP Nayak, ED (F&
A), Anurag Nagar, GM I/c P &
A) and other senior officers of
the Plant.
Later, Rath arrived at Ispat
Bhavan where he took charge
as CEO of the Plant and interacted with members of the top
management team of the
Plant.
Rath said, ``I am humbled
to take on this challenging

responsibility. These are testing
times. However, I have full confidence in Bhilai Collective
and together we would certainly overcome this situation
and bounce back to normalcy
at the earliest,’’.

Rath took charge as CEO
in place of M Ravi who was
sacked by the Steel Ministry
after 12 employees of the Bhilai
Steel Plant died in a blast at
Coke Oven complex on
Tuesday.
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istrict administration,
Mahasamund in a bid to
D
stop outside paddy, and take
action on the transportation of
it from neighbouring states of
Odisha and others, has established 17 check posts at the
state borders.
After reviewing the situation with concerned departmental officials District
Collector Himshikhar Gupta in
wake of commencement of
paddy procurement in state has
ordered to establish 17 interstate check posts in the state
borders with neighbouring
Odisha.
He also ordered for deployment of employees in newly
established check posts of
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overnment of Chhattisgarh
through a notification has
G
declared the polling days,
November 12 (Monday) and
November 20 (Tuesday) as
public holiday as part of
Chhattisgarh State Assembly
General Election 2018.
The notification has been
issued under Negotiable
Instruments Act 1881 provisions effective in all the areas
where polling is to be held. On
polling day, all the offices
falling under the state assembly constituency would remain
shut under public holiday.
Chhattisgarh would wit-
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From page 1
“Why has suddenly the
defence minister rushed to
France? What is the emergency?” he asked.
BJP spokesperson Sambit
Patra called Rahul a nitwit
who did not know the technical details and process of the
fighter jet purchase deal and
telling lies irresponsibly.
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Krishi Upaj Mandis.
Interstate check posts has
been established in Saraipali
tehsil include Banjari check
post of forest department,
Palidih/Sirpur check post of
forest department, and a newly
established check post of Krishi
Upaj Mandi at Pajhrapali,
newly established check post by
Krishi Upaj Mandi Saraipali at
Jangalbeda, check post of
Krishi Upaj Mandi Chibarra
(Ghat).
Similarly, under Basna
tehsil check post of Mandi has
been
established
at
Gadhpuljhar, check post of
Krishi Upaj Mandi Basna at
P a l s a p a l i ,
Keramuda/Kudaribahra and
Salhejharia.
In Pithora tehsil check
posts have been established at
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ness polling on November 12
in first phase where 18 assembly constituencies will go for
polling and in second phase on
November 20, remaining 72
assembly constituencies would
go for poll.
As per ECI norms, the
private and factory which runs
24x7 workers would have to be
given two hours of time to cast
their votes in their respective
polling booths.
Quoting Air Force Chief B
S Dhanoa that Rafale deal is
a “game changer” , BJP
spokesperson
charged
Congress chief with mocking
national security.
He said Rahul is trying to
build his political career by
spreading lies on the fighter jet
deal with France.
Now the people of the
country will decide who to
believe in, the air chief marshal
or Gandhi, Patra said.

Katangtarai
(Forest
Department), Krishi Upaj
Mandi check posts at Chhote
Loram and Charoda. In
Bagbahra tehsil the check posts
have been established at Temri
and
Narra
(Forest
Department), Krishi Upaj
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From page 1
The Andhra Pradesh State
Disaster
Management
Authority (SDMA) said the
cyclone caused widespread
damage in Srikakulam and
Vizianagaram districts, and
threw normal life out of gear as
heavy to very heavy rains
lashed the two north coastal
districts districts since late
Wednesday night.
While a 62-year-old
woman died at Gudivada
Agraharam village after a tree
fell on her, a 55-year-old man
died in a house collapse at
Rotanasa village in Srikakulam
district, the SDMA said.
The Andhra Pradesh Chief
Minister’s Office (CMO) said
the other six killed were fishermen who had ventured into
the sea.
Of the 67 fishing boats that
had gone into the sea over the
last few days from Kakinada in
East Godavari district, 65 had
returned to the shore safely, the
CMO said, adding efforts were
on to bring back the remaining
two boats.
The road network in
Srikakulam district suffered
extensive damage, while the
power distribution network
was also severely affected. More
than 2,000 electric poles were

uprooted by strong winds.
The Eastern Power
Distribution Company, that
caters to the electricity needs of
the north coastal districts of
Andhra Pradesh, reported that
the distribution system for
4,319 villages and six towns in
Srikakulam district was affected.
In Odisha, the cyclonic
storm led to very heavy rainfall
mainly in Ganjam, Gajapati
and Puri districts and caused
minor damage to power supply
and communication.
In all, eight districts —
Ganjam, Gajapati, Khurda,
Puri,
Jagatsinghpur,
Kendrapara, Bhadrak and
Balasore — were affected by the
cyclonic storm, Special Relief
Commissioner B P Sethi said.
“There has been no major
destruction or report of casualty from any part of the state
so far. Some damages like
uprooting of trees and electric
poles and damage to hutments were reported from
Ganjam and Gajapati districts,”
he said.
Power supply and telephone links got disrupted,
and road communication
snapped due to uprooted trees
at many places in Gajapati
d i s t r i c t ,
Sethi said, adding efforts are
now on to clear the blocked
roads and to restore power
supply in affected areas.
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unjab Chief Minister Capt
Amarinder Singh Thursday
P
directed the Tourism and
Cultural Affairs Department to
finalise the modalities for
installation of a sculpture of
legendary French General Jean
Francois Allard in Amritsar.
General Allard headed the
cavalry ‘Fauj-e-Khas’ of Shere-Punjab Maharaja Ranjit
Singh.
The chief minister issued
the directive during a meeting
with a French delegation comprising Henri Prevost Allard,
the deputy mayor of Saint
Tropez in charge of tourism
and lineal descendant of
General Allard, as well as council president of Sikhs de France
Ranjit Singh.
Notably, Henri Allard is the
fourth generation of General
Allard’s lineage.
The initiative would help
inculcate in the younger generation the knowledge of late
General’s courage, Singh said.
A befitting tribute to the great
military strategist, the sculpture
would serve as a link in further
strengthening the close ties

between Saint Tropez and
Punjab, France and India, he
said. The visiting delegation
extended an invitation to the
chief minister to be the guest of
honour at the annual gathering
at Saint Tropez in June next
year, to propagate the legacy of
India-French military history.
Singh thanked the delegation
for the same but expressed his
inability to attend due to his
busy schedule in the forthcoming parliamentary elections.
Responding to the request
of the delegation, Singh, however, agreed to attend the function to be held in Delhi in

December this year for formal
announcement of the annual
gathering.
The chief minister presented to the delegation members his book ‘The Last Sunset’,
which chronicles the rise and
fall of the Sikh empire besides
the events leading up to Anglo
Sikh Wars and the exile of
Maharaj Duleep Singh. It may
be recalled that a sculpture of
Maharaja Ranjit Singh was
installed at Saint Tropez, the
birth place of General Allard,
in 2016 to promote a sense of
goodwill, bonhomie and
friendship between the two
countries.

Mandi check pots at Khemda,
Khatti and Rewa.
Constant monitoring of
the bordering villages has been
ordered by the Collector so that
the illegal transportation of
outside paddy can be blocked.
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ll is not well in the Indian
National Lok Dal,
Haryana’s principal opposition party. INLD’s chief OP
Chautala on Thursday dissolved the party’s youth wing
and student wing INSO along
with effecting an organisational restructuring of the
party, indicating at an apparent rift in politically influential Chautala family of
Haryana.
INLD’s supremo decision
of dissolving the party's youth
wing and student wing INSO
has led to a turmoil in the
party with INSO national pres-

ident Digvijay Singh Chautala
maintaining that the INSO
cannot be dissolved by anyone
except its founding member
and its executive committee.
The development has
come at a time when there
were reports of ongoing “war
of succession” and a deepening rift between Leader of
Opposition Abhay Singh
Chautala and his nephews
Dushyant and Digvijay.
Abhay Singh Chautala is
the younger son of Om
Prakash Chautala.
While Hisar MP Dushyant
Chautala was the party's youth
wing leader, Digvijay Chautala
headed the INSO. Both are

sons of INLD's state secretary
general Ajay Singh Chautala,
Abhay's elder brother.
OP Chautala's decision to
dissolve the youth wing and
student wing also came days
after a group of youths allegedly indulged in hooting at the
Gohana rally on October 7
when the Leader of
Opposition was speaking,
while there were cheers for
Dushyant Chautala as he
spoke. At the rally, OP
Chautala had warned of taking strict action against indiscipline by the party workers.
The party’s rally on
October 7 was organized to
mark the 105th birth anniversary of INLD’s founder and
former deputy Prime Minister
Chaudhary Devi Lal.

A press statement issued
by the INLD on Thursday
stated, “Both youth wing and
student wing of INLD were
found to be lacking in discipline and commitment to the
ideals of the party. The party’s
youth wing failed to play its
role during the Gohana rally
on October 7 and the INSO
was found indulging in blatant
anti-party activities.”
"INSO is accused of entering into a conspiracy with antiparty forces to disrupt the
Gohana rally and smear the
name of INLD. Thus, Chautala
in his capacity as INLD's
national president, has dissolved the youth wing of the
party and the national and
state units of INSO--party's student wing," the statement said.
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However, going against
his grandfather’s decision,
INSO national president
Digvijay Chautala has said
that INSO cannot be dissolved
as it is an independent body

and registered under Society
Act. Only Ajay Singh
Chautala, who is the founder
member of INSO can dissolve
it, he said.
Digvijay Chautala has also
appealed to the party workers
to maintain peace and not to
react on the development.
The development also
comes as a big jolt to both
Dushyant and Digvijay as students’ unions elections are
scheduled to be held on
October 17 in Universities
and Colleges of Haryana after
a gap of over 22 years.
INSO headed by Digvijay
had been chalking out plans to
hold protest over the issue of
indirect elections to students’
unions in the state.
Political observers feel that

with the decision to dissolve
youth wing and student wing
of INLD, OP Chautala has certainly sided with his younger
son, Abhay Chautala, who
will now be leading the party
in the 2019 Lok Sabha elections. Notably, former Chief
Minister OP Chautala along
with his elder son Ajay
Chautala are currently serving
10-yearjail sentence after being
convicted, in teacher recruitment scam in Haryana.
In their absence, Abhay
Chautala is steering the party,
which has been losing its
sheen after being out of power
since 2005.
Eyeing 2019 polls, INLD
had earlier this year tied up
with BSP to contest 2019 Lok
Sabha polls and assembly polls

due later that year in Haryana.
Meanwhile, OP Chautala
also announced the new
office-bearers of the national
body on Thursday.
While Chautala himself
remains the national president,
the vice-presidents are Anant
Ram Tanwar, Sadhu Ram
Chaudhary, Narayan Parsad
Aggarwal, Kumari Phoolwati,
Ashwani Dutta and Ram
Bhagat Gupta.
While RS Chaudhary will
be secretary-general of the
party, Ramesh Garg, Brij
Sharma and Capt. Inder Singh
will be the general secretaries.
The new parliamentary board
will have OP Chautala as the
chairman and Ashok Arora,
BD Dhalia, Anju Singh and
Kamal Nagpal as its members.
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the blame game over
pollution due to stubble
Amid
burning in the region, Haryana
Government on Thursday
claimed that paddy straw
burning cases have reduced
considerably during the current
paddy harvesting season.
“As per satellite data furnished by HARSAC, there had
been burning of paddy stubble
only at 459 places involving an
area of 735 hectares. This was
less than one per cent of the
total area where harvesting
had taken place,” said an official spokesman.
“Till October 10, 2018,
crop had been harvested on
4.01 lakh hectares and there
had been arrival of 20 lakh
tonnes of paddy in the various
mandis of the state,” he said.
The spokesman said that
these positive results were the
outcome of the massive information and education campaign undertaken by the various Government agencies. The
Deputy Commissioners and
the Sub Divisional Magistrates

were directly involved in the
village to village campaign.
The State Government had
already spent Rs 98 crore during the current year on provision of subsidy to the farmers
for purchase of agriculture
implements.
As many as 857 Custom
Hiring Centres had been established and 2,867 farmers had
also been subsidized for purchase of agriculture imple-

ments, he claimed.
The spokesman further
said that the farmers of
Haryana fully understood the
adverse impact of paddy straw
burning on the environment
and had behaved in a responsible manner. The paddy is
sown on 13 lakh hectares in
Haryana, the maximum area
being in the districts of Karnal,
Kaithal, Jind, Kurukshetra and
Fatehabad, he added.

I

ntensifying his government’s
efforts to combat stubble
burning, Punjab Chief
Minister Capt Amarinder
Singh on Thursday launched
three mobile apps aimed at
checking crop residue burning
and creating awareness about
its ill-effects.
Underlining the need to
strengthen coordination
among various concerned
agencies and departments, the

Chief Minister called for strict
monitoring of the situation at
all levels, while stressing the
need to create awareness
among farmers, and to motivate them, against stubble
burning.
Noting that such burning
cause irreversible damage to
the texture of soil, natural
environment and human
health, Capt Amarinder
directed the Agriculture
Department to work in tandem with the Science,
Technology and Environment
Department to intensify the
campaign to educate farmers
about the menace.
He underscored the need
for a holistic approach through
synergistic efforts of all related departments, such as
Agriculture, Revenue, Science,
Technology and Environment,
Food and Civil Supplies etc, to
tackle the problem.
The Chief Minister also
emphasized the need to motivate the farmers to make optimum use of subsidized agriculture equipment and
machinery being provided to
the cooperative societies and
custom hiring centres for in-

situ paddy residue management, which was the only scientific solution to dispose of
the crop residue.
The three android mobile
applications launched by the
Chief Minister have been
developed by Punjab Remote
Sensing Centre (PRSC). They
are i-Khet Machine — for
facilitating farmers to have
access to the agriculture
machinery or equipment for
in-situ management of crop
residue, e-PEHaL — for monitoring tree plantation, and ePrevent — to have prompt and
accurate information regarding incidents of crop residue
burning.
These applications would
provide relevant information
at district, block and village
levels, in English and Punjabi.
Capt Amarinder appreciated the work being done by
the nearly 8,000 nodal officers
appointed at village level, as
well as the special campaign
launched on social media and
involving the school students,
youth clubs and NSS volunteers.
These initiatives, he said,
would go a long way to per-
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suade the farmers to shun the
practice of stubble burning.
Additional Chief Secretary
(Development) Viswajeet
Khanna informed the Chief
Minister that the paddy was
grown over 65 lakh acres, of
which 20 million tons of
paddy straw was produced
and just five million tons was
being managed while nearly 15
million tons of paddy straw
was being burnt for easy clearance of field.
He also pointed out that
burning of one ton of paddy
straw leads to net loss of 5.5 kg
of nitrogen, 2.3 kg of phosphorus, 25 kg of potassium, 1.2

kg sulphur, 400 kg organic
matter, besides death of useful
microbial population.
Apart from this, it also
degrades the air quality thus
posing a major environmental
hazard affecting both life and
soil health.
Presently, about 4.30 million tons of paddy (21.82 percent of total paddy straw generation) was being utilized by
various stake holders without
burning the same in the fields,
said Khanna.
Khanna further revealed
that the Central Government
had sanctioned Rs 665 crore
for in-situ paddy straw management technical measures
for 2018-19 and 2019-20. A
sum of Rs 269 crore had
already been received on
account of 50 percent subsidy
to individual farmers and 80
percent subsidy to groups and
cooperatives.
Till date, 13,290 agriculture machines or equipments
have been distributed amongst
the customer hiring centres,
cooperative societies and
farmers, against the target of
24,000 machines or equipments.
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booster rocket failed less
than two minutes after
launching an American and a
Russian
toward
the
International Space Station on
Thursday, forcing their emergency — but safe — landing on
the steppes of Kazakhstan.
It was latest in recent series
of failures for the troubled
Russian space programme,
which is used by the US to
carry its astronauts to station.
NASA astronaut Nick
Hague and Roscosmos’ Alexei
Ovchinin were subjected to
heavy gravitational forces as
their capsule automatically jettisoned from the Soyuz booster rocket and fell back to Earth
at a sharper-than-normal angle
and landed about 20 kilometres
east of the city of Dzhezkazgan
in Kazakhstan.
“Thank God the crew is
alive,” said Dmitry Peskov, the
spokesman for Russian
President Vladimir Putin, when
it became clear that they had
landed safely. He added that the
president is receiving regular
updates about the situation.
NASA Administrator Jim
Bridenstine, who watched the
launch at the Russian-leased
Baikonur cosmodrome along
with his Russian counterpart,
tweeted that Hague and
Ovchinin are in good condi-

tion. He added that a “thorough
investigation into the cause of
the incident will be conducted.”
Hague and Ovchinin lifted
off as scheduled at 2.40 pm on
Thursday from Baikonur. The
astronauts were to dock at the
International Space Station six
hours after the launch and
join an American, a Russian
and a German currently aboard
the station.
But the three-stage Soyuz
booster suffered an unspecified
failure of its second stage about
two minutes after launching.
Search and rescue teams were
immediately scrambled to
recover the crew, and paratroopers were dropped from a
plane to reach the site quickly.
While the Russian space
program has been dogged by a
string of launch failures and
other incidents in recent years,
Thursday’s mishap marked the
program’s first manned launch
failure since September 1983,
when a Soyuz exploded on the
launch pad.
It was to be the first space
mission for Hague, who joined
NASA’s astronaut corps in
2013. Ovchinin spent six
months on the orbiting outpost
in 2016. The astronauts were
flown by helicopter to
Dzhezkazgan and then by
plane to Baikonur. Russian
officials said they may spend
the night in Baikonur before

being flown to Star City,
Russia’s space training center
outside Moscow, the Tass news
agency said.
NASA posted pictures of
Hague and Ovchinin undergoing a medical check-up at
Dzhezkazgan’s airport. One of
the pictures showed Hague
smiling and another had him
sitting next to Russia’s space
agency chief Dmitry Rogozin.
Flight controllers kept the
three space station residents
abreast of the situation after
Thursday’s aborted launch.
“The boys have landed,”
Mission Control assured the
International Space Station
crew. Russian controllers told
the space station astronauts that
Hague and Ovchinin endured
6.7 times the force of gravity
during their entry.
There was no immediate
word on whether the space station crew might need to extend
its own six-month mission.
Two spacewalks planned
for later this month were off
indefinitely. Hague was supposed to be one of the spacewalkers.
Russian Deputy Prime
Minister Yuri Borisov said all
manned launches will be suspended pending an investigation into the cause of the failure. He added that Russia will
fully share all relevant information with the US.
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Washington: The US “will take
care” of countries which defy its
directive to bring their oil
imports from Iran to zero by
November 4, President Donald
Trump has warned, days
after India announced that two
of its firms have placed orders
to import crude from the
Gulf nation.
Trump in May pulled the
US out of the 2015 nuclear
accord, saying it had “failed to
achieve the fundamental objective of blocking all paths to an
Iranian nuclear bomb” and did
not deal with Tehran’s “malign
activities, including its ballistic
missile programme and its
support for terrorism”.
In an attempt to compel
Iran to agree to a new accord,
Trump reinstated sanctions
that targeted the Iranian government’s purchase of US dollars, Iran’s trade in gold and
other precious metals, and its
automotive sector.
AP

Lahore: A Pakistani extremist
Islamist party is demanding the
country’s Supreme Court
uphold the death sentence for
a Christian woman convicted
of blasphemy.
Asia Bibi has appealed her
sentence and the court earlier
this week postponed ruling on
the final appeal. Her lawyers
say she was falsely accused.
The Tehreek-e-Labbaik
party said on Wednesday that if
the court’s three-judge panel
frees Bibi, the judges will face
“consequences”. The party also
says its supporters will rally on
Friday to demand death for Bibi.
The charge against Bibi dates
back to a hot day in 2009 when
she went to get water for fellow
farm workers. Two Muslim
women refused to drink from a
container used by a Christian.
Bibi was later accused of
insulting Islam’s prophet, a
charge which carries the death
penalty.
AP
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Washington: Describing
Nikki Haley
4;e`>fdYRccRW Indian-American
as an “extraordinary person”,
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here are good doctors in
Pakistan”, Supreme Court
T
Chief Justice Saqib Nisar told
Pervez Musharraf on Thursday
as he directed the Dubai-based
former dictator to appear
before the apex court to record
his statement in the treason
case against him.
General (retd) Musharraf,
75, who has been living in
Dubai since 2016, is facing the
treason case for suspending the
Constitution in 2007.
The former army chief left
for Dubai in March 2016 for
medical treatment and has not
returned since, citing security
and health reasons.
The chief justice’s cryptic
remarks came as he headed a
bench hearing the case related
to National Reconciliation
Ordinance (NRO), passed by
Musharraf in 2007.

President Donald Trump has
said the outgoing US ambassador to the UN is “going to
make a lot of money” in the
private sector, which she
intends to join.
Haley, 46, the first IndianAmerican to hold a Cabinetranking position in any US
presidential administration,
tendered her resignation
Tuesday, which Trump accepted. She had hinted in her resignation letter that she is headed to the private sector after
two years at the UN and, before
that, six years as South
Carolina’s governor.
She is likely to stay in the
position till the year-end so that
her successor could be nominated and confirmed by the
Senate. Trump exuded confidence that Haley would return
to his administration in some
capacity at some point.
AP
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Washington/Beijing: For the
first time, a Chinese intelligence official has been extradited to the US to face espionage charges for conspiring
and attempting to steal trade
secrets from multiple American
aviation and aerospace companies, the Department of
Justice has said.
Yanjun Xu, aka Qu Hui,
aka Zhang Hui, a Chinese
Ministry of State Security
(MSS) operative, was extradited to the US on Tuesday, following which the charges were
unsealed on Wednesday.
Arrested in Belgium on
April 1, Xu was indicted on
four counts of conspiring and
attempting to commit espionage and theft of trade secrets.
PTI

Melbourne: Girls feel there is
little point in reporting sexual
harassment to authorities since
there is hardly any action,
according to a report which
shows that young women suffer relentless abuse in cities
worldwide, including Delhi.
The report from child
rights organisation Plan
International, based on more
than 21,000 testimonials of
girls and young women living
in Delhi, Kampala, Lima,
Madrid and Sydney, found that
in all five cities, boys and men
grope, chase, stalk, leer at, ver-
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resident Donald Trump
said on Thursday the
P
United States is being “very
tough” as it looks into a Saudi
writer missing and feared murdered in Istanbul, adding “we
have investigators over there
and we’re working with
Turkey” and with Saudi Arabia.
Trump spoke on “Fox &
Friends” about Jamal Khashoggi,
59, a government critic who disappeared a week ago after entering a Saudi consulate in Turkey.
The wealthy former government insider wrote columns for
The Washington Post, including
some critical of Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman. He’d
been living in the United States
in self-imposed exile.
Turkish officials say they
fear Saudi Arabia killed and
dismembered Khashoggi but
offered no evidence. Saudi royal
guards, intelligence officers,
soldiers and an autopsy expert
were part of a 15-member team
from the kingdom that targeted Khashoggi, Turkish media
reported Thursday.
“We want to find out what
happened,” Trump said. “He
went in, and it doesn’t look like

bally insult, and flash girls and
young women.
While such behaviour is
condoned by society,
bystanders and authorities
rarely take action, according to
the report by researchers
including those from Monash
University in Australia.
This forces girls to adjust
their behaviour to protect
themselves. CEO of Plan
International Australia,
Susanne Legena, said the
research provides a previously
unseen glimpse of the impact
of harassment and abuse on the

he came out. It certainly doesn’t look like he’s around.”
The president did not provide details on a U.S. investigation. Asked about a
Washington Post report that
U.S. intelligence intercepts outlined a Saudi plan to detain
Khashoggi, Trump said, “It
would be a very sad thing and
we will probably know in the
very short future.”
The Post, citing anonymous U.S. officials familiar with
the intelligence, said Prince
Mohammed ordered an operation to lure Khashoggi from his
home in Virginia to Saudi
Arabia and then detain him.
Saudi Arabia has called the
allegation it abducted or harmed
Khashoggi “baseless.” It has
offered no evidence to support
its claim the writer simply
walked out of its consulate and
vanished despite his fiancée
waiting outside for him.
Decades of close U.S.-Saudi
relations, which have only
intensified under Trump,
appeared in jeopardy by the
suggestion of a carefully plotted murder of a government
critic. Trump on Thursday
described the relationship as
“excellent.”

lives of girls and young women.
“Constant harassment and
abuse is frightening and draining, and leaves young women
feeling completely disempowered. This indifference and
inaction leads many girls and
young women to blame themselves for abuse and harassment,” Legena said.
“What’s more, by forcing
girls and women to constantly
adjust their behaviour to stay
safe, society is denying them
the benefits and opportunities
of city life,” she said.
PTI
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XcWcWTUXabc8]SXP]0\TaXRP]c^W^[SP2PQX]Tc_^bXcX^]X]cWTDBPb
WTaR^d]cah³bP\QPbbPS^ac^cWTD]XcTS=PcX^]bWPeX]V_dcX]WTa
_P_TabbWTXbc^ST\Xc^UUXRTQhcWTT]S^UcWThTPaPbcPa^UcWT
AT_dQ[XRP]?PachP]S^UcWT3^]P[SCad\_PS\X]XbcaPcX^]XbX]_^[XcXRP[^aQXc
0]S]^Q^ShbTT\bc^Z]^ffWXRW_PcWWTaUdcdaT_^[XcXRP[^aQXcfX[[cPZT
FWX[Tb^\TR[^bTc^WTaWPeT_dcSa^__TSQa^PSWX]cbcWPcbWTXb[^^ZX]V
Pc[dRaPcXeT_aXePcTbTRc^aPbbXV]\T]cbR^\TcWT]TfhTPab_TRd[PcX^]_Ta
bXbcbcWPcXcXbWTa_^[XcXRP[RPaTTafWXRWaT\PX]bWTaPQXSX]V_PbbX^]P]S
U^RdbFWX[T7P[ThbTT\TSc^_dcb_TRd[PcX^]c^aTbccWPcbWTf^d[SRWP[
[T]VTCad\_U^acWTAT_dQ[XRP]]^\X]PcX^]U^a?aTbXST]cX]cWT]TgcT[TR
cX^]X]WTaaTbXV]PcX^][TccTaXcTaPcX]VcWPcbWTf^d[S°]^cQTPRP]SXSPcT
U^aP]h^UUXRTX]!!±cWT\da\dabPaTaTUdbX]Vc^SXTS^f]Pa^d]ScWT
_^[XcXRP[_[P]b^UcWTU^a\Ta6^eTa]^a^UB^dcW2Pa^[X]P
7P[Th³bXbPQPRZbc^ahcWPcVaPbba^^cAT_dQ[XRP]bPaTT]cWaP[[TSfXcW
¯cWTRWX[S^U8]SXP]BXZWX\\XVaP]cbQ^a]BcPcTbXSTfW^X]cTVaPcTSR^\
_[TcT[hfXcWcWT0\TaXRP]\PX]bcaTP\fWX[TaTcPX]X]V_aXSTX]WTaRd[
cdaP[a^^cbbWT\PSTWTafPhd_cWT_^[XcXRP[[PSSTa^]WTa^f]bcTP\
5Xabc\PaZTS^dcPbPaXbX]VbcPaQhAT_dQ[XRP]T[STabfWT]bWTbTaeTS
PbP\T\QTa^UcWTB^dcW2Pa^[X]P7^dbT^UAT_aTbT]cPcXeTbbWTfPb
cWTbTR^]S8]SXP]0\TaXRP]c^cPZT^PcWPb6^eTa]^a^UcWTBcPcTPUcTa
UT[[^fAT_dQ[XRP]1^QQh9X]SP[7TaQXV\^\T]cP]SR^Pbcc^R^Pbc\TSXP
Tg_^bdaT W^fTeTa RP\T fWT] bWT fPb RW^bT] c^ ST[XeTa cWT ^UUXRXP[
aTb_^]bT^UWTa_Pachc^cWT]?aTbXST]c1PaPRZ>QP\P³bBcPcT^UcWTD]X^]
0SSaTbbX]9P]dPah! %FWT]Cad\_bfT_cc^PbW^RZeXRc^ahX]cWT
=^eT\QTa! %DB?aTbXST]cXP[_^[[bWTfPbPbW^^X]U^aP]X\_^a
cP]c2PQX]Tc_^bc7TabcP]S^]XbbdTb¯Pbca^]Vbd__^acTa^U0\TaXRP
UXabcP_a^_^]T]c^UP]X]cTVaPcX^]Xbc\^ST[^U\d[cXRd[cdaP[Xb\X]R[dS
X]VP]^Sc^cWTDB³9dST^2WaXbcXP]WTaXcPVTP[QTXcUdT[[TSQhfPeTb^U
X\\XVaPcX^]P]SZ]^f]c^QTd]R^\_a^\XbX]VZ]^f]U^aWTac^dVWbcP]S
^]0\TaXRP³bcaPSTSXb_dcTbPbfT[[PbbcaPcTVXRXbbdTb]^cTgR[dSX]VcWT
dbT^UU^aRTbdRWPbX]cWTbcP]S^UUfXcW=^acW:^aTPX]! &¯XbP
\dRWQTccTaUXcfXcWcWPc^UcWTAT_dQ[XRP]TbcPQ[XbW\T]ccWP]Cad\_³b
CWTUPRccWPc7P[Th`dXcYdbcPWTPS^URadRXP[\XScTa\T[TRcX^]bcW^dVW
bWTfPbTUUdbXeTX]WTa_aPXbT^UcWT?aTbXST]cXbP[b^QTX]VbTT]PbP
STbXaT]^cc^QTPbb^RXPcTSfXcWcWTCad\_[TVPRhP]Sbch[T^U_^[XcXRb
FWXRWQTVbcWT^QeX^db`dTbcX^]¯fWh.>daVdTbbXbbWT\Phad]U^a
?aTbXST]cX]!!P]hfPhQdcfX[[STUX]XcT[hS^b^XUCad\_STRXSTb]^c
c^ad]U^aPbTR^]ScTa\^aXbQ[^RZTSQhcaPSXcX^]P[AT_dQ[XRP]bUa^\
S^X]Vb^>cWTafXbTcWTaT³bP[fPhb!!#*7P[ThXb^][h#%hTPab^[S
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Haley’s orbit

India’s weather warning system may not be as bad as
one would have thought. Thanks to the IMD’s warning, Odisha as well as neighbouring States are well-prepared and bracing for Cyclone Titli given that administrations had proper advance notice thanks to the IMD.
Of course authorities must check, re-check and double-check measures.
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WTBd_aT\T2^dachTbcTaSPhPbZTScWT6^eTa]\T]cc^aTeTP[W^f
XcbT[TRcTScWT3PbbPd[cAPUP[TPb8]SXP³b]TgcUa^]c[X]TUXVWcTaYTc
1dcQh]^cX]bXbcX]V^]cWT_a^RTbb^UcWTPXaRaPUc³bcTRW]XRP[P]S_aXRT
TeP[dPcX^]XcWPbTUUTRcXeT[hVXeT]cWT6^eTa]\T]cP_Pbb^]cWTP[[TVP
cX^]b^UPbRP\X]cWT_a^RTbb>UR^dabTcWT>__^bXcX^]XbbcX[[dbX]V
PS^Rd\T]caT[TPbTSQhP]^QbRdaT5aT]RWY^da]P[c^QdccaTbbXcbR[PX\
cWPccWTaTfPbX\_a^_aXTchX]cWTbT[TRcX^]^UcWT0]X[0\QP]X[TSAT[XP]RT
3TUT]RTc^QTcWT\PX]^UUbTc_Pac]TaP]SW^f7X]SdbcP]0Ta^]PdcXRb
;X\XcTS70;cWT6^eTa]\T]c³bSTUT]RT_dQ[XRbTRc^ad]Xc3?BDfPb
XV]^aTScWTaTWPbQTT]PUPX[daTc^PRZ]^f[TSVTcWPcP[[cWTbT"%PXa
RaPUcfX[[X]TbbT]RTR^\Tc^8]SXPX]U[hPfPhR^]SXcX^]8cXbP[b^]^f
QTR^\X]VPb[XVWcR^]RTa]fWTcWTa^cWTaUXVWcTaYTc\P]dUPRcdaTabfWXRW
fTaTYX[cTSPccWTbT[TRcX^]bcPVTPaTTVVX]V^]cWT>__^bXcX^]X]^aSTa
c^VTccWTR^]caPRcRP]RT[[TS
CWP]ZUd[[hcaPX]X]VU^a8]SXP]0Xa5^aRT_X[^cbfW^fX[[U[hcWT8]SXP]
APUP[TbWPeTbcPacTSX]TPa]TbcX]5aP]RT3Tb_XcTcWT?aX\T<X]XbcTa_aPXb
X]VcWTPQX[XcXTb^UcWT8]SXP]0Xa5^aRTX]PaTRT]cT_Xb^ST^U<P]]ZX
1PPccWTUPRcXbcWPc8]SXP³b0Xa3TUT]RTP]SPTaXP[^UUT]bXeTRP_PQX[XcXTb
PaTPW^aaT]S^db_PcRWf^aZ^UP]cX`dPcTSbhbcT\bP]SX]bdUUXRXT]cPXa
RaPUcCWTAPUP[TfX[[]^cQTcWT_P]PRTPcWPcb^\TTg_TRcXcc^QTP]S
fT ]TTS c^ _daRWPbT \P]h \^aT PXaRaPUc 0b U^a cWT RWPaVTb cWPc cWT
6^eTa]\T]cWPb]^cVXeT]70;f^aZcWXb6^eTa]\T]cWPbc^XcbRaTSXc
_dbWTS WPaSTa U^a cWT X]SXVT]^db CTYPb [XVWc R^\QPc PXaRaPUc cWP] P]h
6^eTa]\T]cX]cWTaTRT]c_Pbc0bU^aUPa\X]Vf^aZ^dcc^cWT_aXePcT
bTRc^aX]bcTPS^U3?BD³b[XZT70;XcbW^d[SP[b^QTaT\T\QTaTScWPc
8]SXPXbbcX[[cWTf^a[S³b[PaVTbcPa\bX\_^acTaP]SWPbd]cX[aTRT]c[hUPX[TS
_aTcchQPS[hX]QdX[SX]VPSTRT]cS^\TbcXRPa\bX]Sdbcah8cR^d[SQTbT]
bXQ[hPaVdTScWPc8]SXP³b\PbbXeTPa\bX\_^acbPaTP[TPSX]VRPdbT^U
8]SXP³bcaPSTSTUXRXcP]SPR^]caXQdc^ac^cWTUP[[^UcWTad_TT
>UR^dabTcWPcS^Tb]^c_aTR[dSTcWTUPRccWPccWTaTPaT`dTbcX^]b
cWPccWT6^eTa]\T]c]TTSbc^P]bfTa^]fWh^]T_PacXRd[Pa_aXePcTR^]
caPRc^afPb_aTUTaaTS^eTa^cWTabCWT6^eTa]\T]c³bSTUT]RT^UcWTSTP[
WPb QTT] WP_WPiPaS P]S X[[cT\_TaTS P]S cWT QXRZTaX]V QTcfTT]
6^eTa]\T]c<X]XbcTabP]SAPWd[6P]SWX^]cWTSTP[WPbQTT]S^f]aXVWc
YdeT]X[T\^bc^UcWTcX\TFX[[cWTBd_aT\T2^dac³bSTRXbX^]c^cPZTP
[^^ZPc6^eTa]\T]c_P_TabRWP]VTP[[cWPc.>]TW^_Tbb^QdcXcfX[[RTa
cPX][hWPeTPSaP\PcXR_^[XcXRP[UP[[^dc^]TfPh^aP]^cWTaQdcPbXcbcP]Sb
aXVWc]^fcWT>__^bXcX^]³bbX]V[T_^X]cPVT]SP^]APUP[TXbRaX__[TSP]S
\XVWc]^cWPeTP[TVc^bcP]S^]bW^ac[h<PhQT]^fcWTR^d]cahRP]
[^^ZPc\^aTX\_^acP]cXbbdTb[XZTcWTbcPcT^UcWTTR^]^\h
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Rafale blows over
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Rahul Gandhi has learnt a new mantra to tell
a lie…in high voice…so that it appears
true. But he has not been taught properly.
—Union Minister
PRAKASH JAVADEKAR
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Sir — Yet another cyclone, Titli, the
strongest to have formed over the Bay
of Bengal, has hit Odisha and its
neighbouring States at a time when
the fear and loss of hundreds of lives
in the recent floods in Kerala and
Karnataka just passed into oblivion.
The most fearful fact about Titli
is that it is power-packed with a wind
speed of 145-165 kmph, which means
that the wind will unleash its fury all
along its trail. Though high alert has
been sounded and precautionary
measures have been put in place, there
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are reasons to worry. Tidal waves are
exceptionally higher and the sea has
already turned rough.
Authorities must take adequate
steps to reduce damage and loss of
lives. It is still a mystery as to what
goes into the making of frequent formation of severe cyclones over parts
of Bay of Bengal. On the other hand,
rain is a sine qua non over these parts
of the land and even interiors, on the
other, routine formation of cyclone
over the Bay of Bengal is a blessing in
disguise as it brings plenty of rainy
clouds. Our land is blessed with
freshest waters. It is, therefore, our
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here is an argument projected that the
President has no powers to amend the
Constitution. The fact of the matter
is Article 35A is not a part of the
Constitution of India. It’s a part of the
Constitution only applicable to Jammu &
Kashmir. There is a difference. So, there is
no requirement of Parliament amending it,”
said Jehangir Iqbal Ganai, Jammu &
Kashmir Advocate-General, to a leading
national daily in an interview in November
2017. Ganai and many wilfully ignorant
people like him have made such desperate
attempts to justify the unlawful continuation of Article 35A.
What is Article 35A? Well, it empowers the Jammu & Kashmir State legislature
to define permanent residents and gives
them special treatment, privileges and
rights with respect to employment with the
State Government, acquisition of immovable property, settlement in the State, right
to scholarships and other such forms of aid
as the State Government may provide.
However, the very fact that Article 35A
came into being vide a presidential order in
1954 and that it was not added to the Indian
Constitution through a routine parliamentary amendment vide Article 368; that it was
only added via an annexure by alienating
and superseding the parliamentary process;
that it owes its origin to Article 370(1)(d),
which in turn was always meant to be ‘temporary and transitional’; that it is against the
basic ethos espoused under Article 14 of the
Constitution which upholds equality before
law and equal protection of laws within the
territory of India; that it violates the basic
structure of the Constitution by flouting
Article 14 which prohibits the State from
discriminating against persons on grounds
of religion, caste, creed or place of birth; that
it disenfranchises children born to Kashmiri
women who do not marry ‘natives’ — are
all glaring examples of the fact that Article
35A has outlived its utility long back. It exists
today as one of the worst reminders of
appeasement politics and opportunism
that was nurtured by India’s erstwhile
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Sir — There can be no denial to the
fact that working women usually face
sexual harassment at their workplace.
It is also a bitter reality that women
generally do not have the courage to
file complaints because of fear of loss
of their own reputation. The MeToo
campaign has given them the courage
to speak, though its too late.
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such a facility. This means that women, who
have been molested or raped or sexually
assaulted, need to physically go to a police station to register a complaint and an FIR.
It is a recognised theory of behavioural economics (and frankly common sense) that in
order to encourage people to do a particular
act, one should attempt to reduce the barriers
that are in the way of the concerned person.
By making women go to a police station, there
is a high probability that they would not want
to subject themselves to the judgment and
opinions of a male-dominated police station.
This brings me to my second point on
how we have a male-dominated police force.
As per reports, only close to 7.3 per cent of
India’s police force comprises of women. It is
imperative that the police is made a more
viable option for women so that those who
have no option, but to go to a police station
to register their complaint, are able to do so
in a more comfortable environment.
In addition to including more women in
the police force, it is important to have gender sensitisation for the officers at a police station so that they are less inept at handling
complaints of such a sensitive nature. While
it may seem radical, I have always advocated
permitting individuals outside the police
force to be trained to register complaints and
FIRs. This would help in two ways: First, it

Happy feet, Jaipur style

harassment, like a number of social evils, is
a crime that requires intervention from the
state and I hope to offer some insights on how
it can be better tackled.
For starters, actions are classified as
crimes when there is adequate social pressure
to classify certain acts as criminal. The
amount of importance and attention that is
given to tackling these acts is a decent indicator as to how these social evils are viewed
by our society. With respect to crimes against
the body and the unabated increase in the frequency of such crimes, especially against
women (which I have repeatedly highlighted
in these columns), it is obvious that our society does not treat these acts with the degree
of seriousness that a decent society should.
This would also explain why in cases of
rape, there is a stigma that is attached to the
victim, which in turn discourages reporting
of such cases. Therefore, since the society itself
is not at a stage where these crimes are treated with the seriousness that is required, it is
imperative for the state to step in and create
structures that enable serious examination of
crimes against women.
One way in which this can be done is to
enable the registration of FIRs and complaints
online. While some police forces, like the
Delhi Police Force, allow for registration of
FIRs online, most police stations do not have

leg (supporting the foot) made out
of high-density polyethylene pipe
with a plastic knee joint. This artificial limb is fitted to the amputee’s
leg, thus facilitating a near-normal
life. A patient who comes in the
morning can walk out on his own
two feet by evening.
Having seen the change
among the seven men, who had
lost their limbs after they had been
fitted by the Jaipur Foot in 2017,
the Pir Panjal Brigade requested
BMVSS and its partner Spark
Minda Foundation (SMF) to help
them reach out this time to a larger number of people with disabilities, both men and women.
So, in September this year,
under the Army’s Sadbhavana
mission, the SMF organised an
eight-day BMVSS camp in the
State’s Baramulla district to enable
needy residents from the border
villages to come for fitments.
During this camp, the ninemember BMVSS technical team,
comprising prosthetists and technicians, set up their workshop
within the camp premises and
made the Jaipur Foot with the help

<dbTeT]XfW^XbX]cWTbPSS[TU^acWT[Pbc"!
hTPab:hPVd[P]hXdbTSbcaTTcST\^]bcaPcX^]b
QPRZTSQhWXbUP]bc^^__^bT<dbTeT]Xbad[T
CPg^]b^RXP[\TSXPWPbd_bTc:hPVd[P]hXfW^
WPb]^WXSST]STbXV]7TfP]cbc^STcWa^]T
<dbTeT]XfXcWPRcXeT_dQ[XRbd__^ac
3aTP\hThTSPb_XaPcX^]P[h^d]VbcTabPaT
[^^ZX]VPc²1^QXFX]T³fXcWW^_TfW^WPbRP_
cXePcTS DVP]SP]b cWa^dVW _^_d[Pa bcPVT
_[Phb CWXb \PST WXb T]cah X]c^ DVP]SP]
?Pa[XP\T]cb\^^cW1dceX^[T]RTcWPca^RZTS
:P\_P[P P]S _Pacb ^U DVP]SP ^eTa

:hPVd[P]hXbPaaTbcWPb\PST[XUTd]R^\U^ac
PQ[TU^a<dbTeT]XCWTaTfTaTPRRdbPcX^]b
cWPccWTbX]VTafPbX[[caTPcTSX]cWTRT[[CWT
"%hTPa^[SWPbPS^_cTScWTUP\^dbbPhX]V
^U4Vh_cXP]8]cTa]TcPRcXeXbcFPT[6W^]X\°cWT
_^fTa^U_T^_[TXb\dRWbca^]VTacWP]cWT
_T^_[TX]_^fTa±:hPVd[P]hXWPbc^dbTWXb
\d[cXUPRTcTSa^[Tb^U\dbXRXP]T]caT_aT]Tda
_WX[P]cWa^_XbcX]V^^S\TPbdaTc^_^bTbTaX
^dbcWaTPcc^<dbTeT]X
6P]P_PcWX1WPc
0Z^[P

Sir — This refers to the article, “Heat
waves: Soon to become a norm”
(October 11) by Kota Sriraj. The
report by the UN Intergovernmental
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They didn’t want to lose this
opportunity since the lack of
financial resources and remoteness
of their village had stymied efforts
to seek help. Thanks to the Jaipur
Foot, their dream to walk again
came true.
In fact, the camp received
such an overwhelming response
that the number of fitments had to
be increased from 250 to 274. This
is also perhaps because BMVSSSMF camps provide a comprehensive end-to-end support in limb
fitment. So, depending on the
nature and degree of the disability, it also provides caliper fitments,
walkers, elbow crutches, sticks, etc.
With the creation of the Jaipur
Knee, a prosthetic knee joint
developed in collaboration
between a team of Stanford
University students and BMVSS,
there is now hope for those needing knee replacements. The
Stanford-Jaipur Knee, as it is popularly known, is locally manufactured in India and has been hailed
as one of the top 50 best inventions
by Time Magazine.
One of the most remarkable
achievements in the Jaipur Foot’s
50-year journey is it’s connect to
people across the world. It has
emerged as a symbol of Indian
humanitarian assistance in Africa,
Asia and Latin America. War ravaged Afghanistan has the world’s
largest number of amputees
because of landmines and the
1,000 prosthetic limbs it received
from India has cemented bilateral relations.
The Government has deepened
diplomatic ties by holding training
camps for technicians from Asian,
African and Latin American countries under its Indian Technical and
Economic Cooperation (ITEC)
programme at the BMVSS headquarters in Jaipur.
Not only has it earned India
goodwill, globally, but it has also
become a case study in SouthSouth cooperation. Earlier this
year in May, an exhibition on the
Jaipur Foot was organised at the
United Nations headquarters in
New York by the Indian mission
to highlight its contribution in giving people with disabilities a second chance at life.
Even back home, the Jaipur
Foot is helping build bridges
between the Armed Forces and the
people of Jammu & Kashmir, one
happy step at a time.
(The writer is a senior journalist)

BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
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Panel on Climate Change does not
portend well for the planet. The
world leaders have to take immediate measures in order to bring back
humanity from extinction.
India in particular should take the
lead in the fight against climate
change. Our policymakers must speed
up the process of inducting electric
vehicles, the use of biofuels and the
promotion of solar energy.
Shadab
Chennai

of Plaster of Paris and equipment,
like grinders, cutters, vacuum
suction machines, pipes and
ovens. This helps fit the amputee
within hours of being measured
and reduces the waiting time.
Although the prosthetic legs
are given free by BMVSS, its costs
are met by its associate, SMF, the
CSR arm of the Ashok Minda
group. Under this partnership,
BMVSS has received an annual
funding of C60 lakh since 2016.
Since this was the first time that
such a free camp was held in
Jammu & Kashmir, it enabled people from Hathlanga, Gagar Hill,
Paro, Charunda, Uri, Tangdhar,
Kupwada, Bandipura, Tithwal,
Handwara, Pattan, Gulmarg and
many other remote villages of border areas to register.
A husband and wife, who had
both lost their limbs in a landmine
explosion, were among the first to
register. This couple travelled over
150 kilometres from their village
Sahoora, situated along the Line of
Control, to the camp when they
realised that there was a chance
they could walk again.

Considering the sensitivity and seriousness of the matter, the Supreme
C ourt as well as the Union
Government, must fix some date
whereby women may file complaints
of past. Thereafter, such charges may
be considered only in a time-bound
period of alleged sexual harassment.
SC Agrawal
Delhi
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upwara and Uri, two
bordering towns along
the Line of Control in
the State of Jammu &
Kashmir, have one of
the highest densities of landmines
in the world. Local residents often
become unknowing victims of
landmine explosions as these hilly
pastures are traditional grazing
grounds for their livestock. When
Fatah Mohammed, a resident of
Kupwara, went to graze his sheep,
he accidentally stepped on an old
landmine and lost one of his legs.
Since then, Mohammed’s life and
livelihood has come to a standstill.
Unable to take care of his flock, his
source of income slowly dried up,
forcing him and his family to live
a hand-to-mouth existence. But
last month, his life took a new
turn, thanks to the Jaipur Foot.
Now, he can not only walk with his
new prosthetic leg, but can also
bow down to offer his prayers.
Mohammed is not the only
one who has been able to get back
on his feet. Last month, the Jaipur
Foot transformed the lives of
about 300 people who lost their
limbs in such accidents. Four percent of Kupwara’s population of 8.7
lakh suffers from some disability.
This is far higher than the national average (2.21 per cent).
Landmine accidents near the Line
of Control are a major cause of
disability among the people living
in Kupwara. India and Pakistan
are among the 32 countries which
have not signed the international
Mine Ban Treaty.
Now free fitment of prosthetic legs is bringing back the spring
in their lives, thanks to collaboration between the Pir Panjal
Brigade of the Army, the Bhagwan
Mahaveer Viklang Sahayata
Samiti, makers of the Jaipur Foot,
and its partner, the Spark Minda
Foundation.
It all began in 2017, when the
Pir Panjal Brigade saw the plight
of residents of remote Sahora and
Hathlanga villages along the Line
of Control, who had lost their legs
in landmine explosions or firing by
Pakistan. Having heard about the
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Jaipur Foot’s life changing abilities,
the Brigade flew down seven such
people to Delhi for fitments.
Since then, there has been no
looking back for these men. They
are able to walk, run, climb, squat,
sit cross-legged and perform daily
activities with ease with the waterproof prosthetic leg.
Developed in 1968, the Jaipur
Foot has changed million so lives
so far. During its 50-year journey,
it has touched the lives of over 1.7
million people in 34 countries. It
was first crafted after three eminent orthopaedic surgeons at the
SMS Medical College hospital,
Jaipur, realised that the artificial
foot available from America and
Germany was unsuitable for
Indians. Led by Dr PK Sethi,
director and professor of rehabilitation, SMS Medical College and
colleagues Dr SC Kasliwal and Dr
MP Udawat, the first prototype
was developed by master craftsman Ram Chandra.
About 58 fitments had been
done when DR Mehta, then an IAS
officer working with the Rajasthan
Government, was admitted to the
same hospital with a badly broken
leg. During his prolonged stay in
the hospital, he observed that
most of the patients belonged to
economically underprivileged
communities. So, although he
didn’t need a prosthetic leg, Mehta
decided to do something to make
the Jaipur Foot affordable.
The Bhagwan Mahaveer
Viklang Sahayata Samiti (BMVSS)
was formed in 1975 to enable the
poorest of the poor stand up on
their feet again. According to
Mehta, the decision to centre their
healthcare model on compassion
led them to fit the Jaipur Foot free
of cost. This would help them
reach out to all disabled, irrespective of their caste, age, religion or
gender. Beginning from one centre,
BMVSS now has 22 branches across
India and normally holds about 50
fitment camps in a year in different districts and remote areas of the
country. It provides more than
16,000 prosthetic fitments every
year and has helped 1.7 million people with physical disabilities in
India get back their lives.
The first Jaipur Foot was a
wood and vulcanised rubber
structure. It has since then undergone several improvements,
though the basic design remains
the same. The latest version of the
Jaipur Foot comprises an artificial

cially important because most forms of sexual assault on women are by individuals who
are known to the women, which means there
is a high probability of such instances occurring at work.
It is also important for employers to be
pro-active because in my experience, offenders typically escalate the nature of their acts
over time. For example, a rapist would in all
probability have molested many women
before attempting to rape them. Private
organisations, therefore, can help check these
offences at the initial stage itself, which could
serve as a deterrent to the offender.
To conclude, it is imperative to use this
momentum of MeToo so as to encourage
structural change. In this regard, I read this
wonderful tweet online against people who
talk about how there are instances where men
are being unfairly targeted in some cases
under the MeToo movement.
In response to this, the person tweeted
about how much outrage there is about an
imperfect movement as opposed to the ‘systematic’ abuse of women. I wholeheartedly
agree with this sentiment and, therefore,
would hope that this systematic problem
forces us to come up with a systematic and
institutional solution.
(The writer is Jharkhand PCC president, former MP and IPS officer. Views are personal)
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KDQNVWRVRFLDOPHGLDZHKDYHLQFUHDVLQJO\EHJXQWROHDUQDQGDSSODXG
VXFFHVVVWRULHV1RWWRRORQJDJRZHFDPHDFURVVWKHJUHDWVWRU\
RI JULW GHWHUPLQDWLRQ GUHDP DQG DVSLUDWLRQ RI 6ZDSQD %XUPDQ
(QGXULQJSDLQGXHWRDQH[WUDILQJHUHDFKRQKHUWZRIHHWVKHFDPHRXW
ZLWKIO\LQJFRORXUVDWWKH$VLDQ*DPHV6KHEHFDPHWKHILUVW,QGLDQ
ZRPDQWRZLQJROGLQWKH+HSWDWKORQHYHQW7KLVLVDQLQFUHGLEOHVWRU\DQG
VRJRHVWKHWDOHRI$VVDP·VVHQVDWLRQ+LPD'DV%XWKRZFRXOGWKH\PDNH
LWVRELJ"7RDQVZHULWLQDVLPSOHZRUG³WKH\GDUHGWRGUHDP7KHLU
VXFFHVVWHOOVXVDERXWWKHSRZHURIGUHDPLQJDQGVHWWLQJDJRDO
7KHVHDQGPDQ\RWKHUVLPLODUVWRULHVKDYHOHVVRQVIRUSUHVHQWGD\
SDUHQWVDQGFKLOGUHQ3DUHQWVPXVWLQFXOFDWHLQWKHLUFKLOGUHQDGHVLUHWR
DVSLUHDQGGUHDP7KLVUHPLQGVXVRIZKDW(OHDQRU5RRVHYHOWIRUPHU)LUVW
/DG\RIWKH86KDGVDLG´7KHIXWXUHEHORQJVWRWKRVHZKREHOLHYHLQWKH
EHDXW\ RI WKHLU GUHDPVµ 2U D IDPRXV TXRWH IURP 3DXOR &RHOKR·V 7KH
$OFKHPLVW´:KHQ\RXZDQWVRPHWKLQJDOOWKHXQLYHUVHFRQVSLUHVLQKHOS
LQJ\RXWRDFKLHYHLWµ:KLOHDGXOWVKDYHERRNVWRUHIHUFKLOGUHQKDYHOLW
WOHRUOLPLWHGLQIOXHQFHVLQFOXGLQJWKHLUVFKRROSHHUVDQGSDUHQWVWRPRWL
YDWHWKHPVRDVWRVHWKLJKHUDVSLUDWLRQDOJRDOV7KH\PD\KRZHYHUWDNH
VRPHOHVVRQVRXWRIWKHSV\FKRORJ\WKHRULHVLQWKLVHQGHDYRXU
*RUGRQ$OOSRUWZDVDFHOHEUDWHGSV\FKRORJLVWDQGKHIDPRXVO\FRXQW
HGDERXWWUDLWOLNHWHUPVLQ(QJOLVKODQJXDJH³WHUPVWKDWGHVLJ
QDWHG´GLVWLQFWLYHDQGSHUVRQDOIRUPVRIEHKDYLRXUµ+HVSRNHRIWKUHHOHY
HOVRIWUDLWV7KHILUVWZDVFDUGLQDO³WKRVHWKDWDUHVRGRPLQDQWWKDWDOO
RIWKHLQGLYLGXDO·VDFWLRQFDQEHWUDFHGEDFNWRWKHVH7KHVHEURDGKLJK
O\LQIOXHQWLDOWUDLWVDUHRIWHQFDOOHGE\QDPHVGUDZQIURPNH\KLVWRULFDO
ILJXUHV6RRQHPLJKWEHGHVFULEHG&KULVWOLNHDQRWKHUDV0DFKLDYHOOLDQ
DQGVRRQ7KHQKHVSRNHRIFHQWUDOWUDLWVZKLFKZRXOGW\SLFDOO\FKDUDF
WHULVHDQLQGLYLGXDO·VEHKDYLRXUWRVRPHH[WHQW)LQDOO\WKHOHDVWJHQHUDOLVHG
FKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIWKHSHUVRQKHODEHOOHGDVVHFRQGDU\WUDLWV7KHVHDUHWUDLWV
VXFKDV´OLNHVFKRFRODWHVµRU´SUHIHUVIRUHLJQFDUVµ³RQHVWKDWDUHLQIOX
HQWLDOEXWRQO\ZLWKLQDQDUURZUDQJHRIVLWXDWLRQV0D\EHPRGHUQSDU
HQWVDQGWHDFKHUVRWKHUWKDQWKHLURYHU]HDORXVDSSURDFKWRVWXGLHVDQG
H[WUDFXUULFXODUDFWLYLWLHVVKRXOGEHIRFXVVLQJRQLGHQWLI\LQJVRPHRIWKHVH
DQGKRQLQJWKRVHFHQWUDORUVHFRQGDU\LQERUQWUDLWVWKDWFRXOGOHDGFKLO
GUHQWRKLJKHUDVSLUDWLRQ
7KH\PXVWDOVRVSDUHWKRXJKWVRQ6LJPXQG)UHXG·VFRQVWUXFWRIPRGHO
RISHUVRQDOLW\ZLWKWKUHHLQWHUORFNLQJSDUWV,GHJRDQGVXSHUHJR7KHLG
LVDVWRUHKRXVHRIELRORJLFDOO\EDVHGXUJHV7KHXUJHWRHDWGULQNHOLPL
QDWHGHVSHFLDOO\WREHVH[XDOO\VWLPXODWHG)UHXGVDLGWKDWWKHLGRSHUDWHV
DFFRUGLQJWRWKHSOHDVXUHSULQFLSOH,WLVEULGOHGDQGPDQDJHGE\HJRZKLFK
FRQVLVWVRIHODERUDWHZD\VRIEHKDYLQJDQGWKLQNLQJZKLFKFRQVWLWXWHVWKH
´H[HFXWLYHIXQFWLRQµRIWKHSHUVRQ)UHXGFKDUDFWHULVHGHJRDVZRUNLQJ´LQ
WKHVHUYLFHRIWKHUHDOLW\SULQFLSOHµ,WEDODQFHVWKHLQVLVWHQWXUJHVRIWKH
LGDQGFRQVWUDLQWVRIUHDOLW\DQGHQDEOHVDPRUHVRSKLVWLFDWHGWKLQNLQJVNLOOV
7KHVXSHUHJRLVWKHHTXLYDOHQFHRIFRQVFLHQFHDQGFRQVLVWVSULPDULO\RI
SURKLELWLRQVOHDUQWIURPSDUHQWVWHDFKHUVDQGRWKHUDJHQFLHV7KHVXSHU
HJRRUFRQVFLHQFHOLNHSHUVXDVLRQVDUHDOVRGLFWDWHGE\ZKDW)UHXGFDOOV
´WKHHJRLGHDOµDVHWRISRVLWLYHYDOXHDQGPRUDOLGHDOVZKLFKDUHHQFRXU
DJHGWREHIROORZHGIRUWKH\DUHEHOLHYHGWREHZRUWK\3DUHQWVFDQVXUH
O\KHOSVKDSHHJRDQGVXSHUHJRRIWKHLUFKLOGUHQZKLFKFDQLQVWLOOWUDLWV
OLNHDVSLUDWLRQVDQGGUHDPLQJWRDFKLHYHELJ
$WDUHFHQWFRQIHUHQFHRQHGXFDWLRQLQ9LMD\ZDGD&RPPLVVLRQHURI
6FKRRO(GXFDWLRQRI$QGKUD3UDGHVK.6DQGK\D5DQLUHPLQGHGWKHFKLO
GUHQRIDKRXUUXOHDQGXUJHGWKHPWRDVSLUHWREHWKHEHVWE\
LQFXOFDWLQJWKHKDELWRISUDFWLFLQJ7KLVZULWHULVSDUWLFXODUO\IRQGRI0DOFRP
*ODGZHOO·VERRN2XWOLHUV7KH6WRU\RI6XFFHVVZKHUHWKLVUXOHLVPHQ
WLRQHGDQGRIWHQUHFRPPHQGLWWR\RXQJVWHUV´7HQWKRXVDQGKRXUVLVWKH
PDJLFQXPEHURIJUHDWQHVVµ*ODGZHOOZURWHDGGLQJWKDWLWWDNHVDERXW
\HDUVWRSXWLQWHQWKRXVDQGKRXUVRIKDUGSUDFWLFH´(YHQ0R]DUWWKH
JUHDWHVWPXVLFDOSURGLJ\RIDOOWLPHFRXOGQ·WKLWKLVVWULGHXQWLOKHKDGKLV
WHQWKRXVDQGKRXUVLQ3UDFWLFHLVQ·WWKHWKLQJ\RXGRRQFH\RX·UHJRRG
,W·VWKHWKLQJ\RXGRWKDWPDNHV\RXJRRGµ
'UDZLQJIURPIDVFLQDWLQJHPSLULFDOHYLGHQFHV*ODGZHOOVDLGWKDWLWLV
LPSRUWDQWIRUSDUHQWVWRNQRZWKLVDQGSXWWKHLUFKLOGUHQLQWRVSHFLDOSUR
JUDPV´,W·VDOOEXWLPSRVVLEOHWRUHDFKWKDWQXPEHUE\\RXUVHOIE\WKHWLPH
\RX·UHD\RXQJDGXOW<RXKDYHWRKDYHSDUHQWVZKRHQFRXUDJHDQGVXS
SRUW\RXµ,QGLDLVDKLJKO\DVSLUDWLRQDOVRFLHW\DQGLVXQGHUJRLQJDUDUH
FKXUQLQJ-XVWDERXWWLPHZHHQFRXUDJHGRXUFKLOGUHQWRGUHDPDQGDVSLUH
IRUPRUH,WLVRQO\ZKHQWKH\EHJLQWRGUHDPELJWKDWZHFDQKHDUPRUH
VWRULHVOLNHWKRVHRI%XUPDQDQG'DV7KHWDVNVIRUPRGHUQSDUHQWVDUH
FOHDUO\FXWRXW
7KHZULWHULVDVWUDWHJLFFRPPXQLFDWLRQVSURIHVVLRQDO
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,W·VDERXWWLPHZHHQFRXUDJHG
RXUFKLOGUHQWRGUHDPELJDQG
DVSLUH2QO\WKHQFDQZHKHDU
PRUHVWRULHVOLNHWKRVHRI
6ZDSQD%XUPDQDQG+LPD'DV

3DUHQWLQJRXU
IXWXUHJHQHUDWLRQV

would reduce the burden on an already burdened police force and second, it would provide a clearer estimate of the actual number
of crimes that are committed in India.
This because the police has an incentive
to register fewer FIRs as this would automatically improve the crime numbers of each
police station. I have often said that the crime
statistics in India is only a reflection of two
to three per cent of the crime that actually
takes place in the country because the police
makes it extremely difficult to register an FIR.
Of course, the police is already burdened but
a clearer reflection of the crimes that take
place will automatically incentivise the state
to recruit more policemen.
A final point that I would like to discuss
is the role private organisations, such as companies, guilds etc, can play in tackling
instances of assault against women. The
Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace
(Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act,
2013, was a welcome step which requires
employers to have an internal complaints
committee. However, based on my discussions
with people, employees are often unaware of
such a committee being in existence in an
organisation. It is crucial for employers to take
greater responsibility in checking any form of
sexual harassment at work and encouraging
greater conversation on this issue. This is espe-

The Jaipur Foot has not only changed the prospects for millions of disabled people across the world but
has also improved people-to-people connectivity and helped India project its soft power
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Kashmiri believes in equality and democratic institutions and not on the archaic
Article 35A.
Coming back to legalities, does the
President of India have the sole power to
amend the Constitution through an order?
The answer is ‘no’. This was settled in the
Puranlal Lakhanpal Vs President of India case
of 1961. True, the President, who is the head
of the executive, enjoys legislative powers
under Article 123 of the Constitution to
make an Ordinance when either House of
the Parliament is not in Session, but the
Ordinance within six months has to be
mandatorily passed by the Parliament in
order to become a law. The fact that the presidential order in July 1954, that gave birth
to Article 35A, was passed unilaterally by circumventing parliamentary procedures by the
then President Rajendra Prasad on the mala
fide advice of Nehru, has, therefore, always
been ‘ultra vires’ to start with!
Again, does Article 370 have the power
to add, amend, insert or delete a new Article
in the Constitution or amend the
Constitution? The answer is again a categorical ‘no’. Sub-clause 2 of Article 368 states that
an amendment to the Constitution may be
initiated only by the introduction of a Bill for
this purpose in either House of the
Parliament, post which it has to be approved
by no less than two-third majority of all members present and voting of both the Houses
put together. Thereafter it has to finally get
presidential assent before the amendment
eventually becomes legally valid.
Whichever way one looks at the Article
35A issue, that it was extra constitutional
from its inception is now well established.
We have lived with this 64-year-old mistake
foisted upon us by a short-sighted Nehru
despite the fact that the Jammu & Kashmir
Constituent Assembly was disbanded on
January 26, 1957. But it is time now to
ensure that the mistake of 1954 is rectified
so that the true spirit of Article 19 and
Article 21 of the Indian Constitution,
which embodies the right to freedom of
speech and expression and right to life and
liberty, are upheld in the truest sense without creating a stream of second class citizens within the State of Jammu & Kashmir
under the farcical garb of greater autonomy. Kashmir is because India is and not the
other way round.
(The writer is an economist and chief
spokesperson for the BJP, Mumbai)

duty to preserve this freshest water we
get in abundance from nature in
every way possible for future use.
TK Nandanan
Chennai

Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru.
Going back in time, it is true that after
the Delhi agreement of 1952 under Clause
6, the Union Government, under the aegis
of Nehru, in a classic reflection of Panditji’s
poor administrative skills and even poorer vision, appreciated the need for special
rights that existed vide notifications issued
in 1927 and 1932 under the Dogra ruler,
Maharaja Hari Singh of Jammu & Kashmir.
It is also true that like any of the 565
princely States, after Jammu & Kashmir’s
unconditional accession to the Indian
Dominion on October 26, 1947, Sheikh
Abdullah took over the reins from the
Dogra ruler and in 1949, he negotiated
Jammu & Kashmir’s political relationship
with New Delhi that led to the inclusion
of Article 370 into the Constitution.
Article 370 under Part XXI guarantees special status to Jammu & Kashmir, restricting the Union’s legislative powers to only
three areas — defence, foreign affairs and
communications. After Jammu &
Kashmir’s Constitution was framed in
1956, it retained the erstwhile Maharaja’s
definition of ‘permanent residents’.
Fears that the removal of Article 35A
would lead to the erosion of Jammu &
Kashmir’s autonomy and trigger demographic changes in the Muslim-majority
Kashmir valley, are a bag of lies, fanned by
separatists, armchair activists and those who
neither believe in insaniyat (humanism),
jamhooriyat (democracy) and kashmiriyat
(Kashmir’s legacy of amity). If fears of demographic invasion were indeed true, why is it
that in the past 70 odd years, the core
demography of the Kashmir valley has
remained largely unchanged, even as the
Hindu majority in Jammu and Buddhists in
Ladakh have all the rights to buy property
and settle in the valley?
The uncomfortable truth is that Article
35A is a political tool by politically irrelevant groups like the Hurriyat to keep the
embers of separatism burning; though
things have improved dramatically under
the Narendra Modi dispensation. True,
while the voter turnout in the urban local
body polls (currently underway and is being
held after a gap of 13 long years) was just
8.3 per cent in the Muslim-dominated
Kashmir valley, it was more than 70 per cent
in Rajouri and Poonch, with Kargil recording an excellent voter turnout of 77.3 per
cent. This signals the fact that an average
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Why Article 35A must go

My party and its leaders will not deliver
hollow speeches and tell lies. We will
deliver on whatever we say.
—Congress chief
RAHUL GANDHI

n the past few weeks, there has been an
outflow of horrific stories of varying
degrees of sexual assault against women.
Women from most spheres, including
journalism, politics, Bollywood, among
others, have bravely called out their aggressors online. The #MeToo movement has finally forced India out of its slumber of convenient ignorance in order to recognise a
problem that plagued the country much
before the advent of the Internet.
The ‘MeToo’ movement is a global phenomenon which has seen rising allegations
against figures across the world. As the campaign gathers pace, it is pertinent to highlight
that at the end of the day, the primary reason these incidents remained tucked away in
the closet, rather than being out in the open,
is because there is a power dynamic mismatch
between men and women. To all the people,
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whose response to the movement is: Why
these incidents are only being highlighted
now, the fact is that this power dynamic mismatch in all probability did not let women
think that there would be any real benefit to
come forward as their aggressors would get
away and they would be ostracised. Of
course, this is only one possible reason, there
could be many other reasons, such as trauma
caused to the victim etc.
As someone who is not a victim of this form
of harassment, it will be unfair of me to comment with any expertise on what these reasons
could be. In any case, what we must remember is that it should be absolutely irrelevant why
women waited this long to come forward. But
we should be glad that women now do feel as
though they can actually come forward with
their stories of horror. They have had to stay
silent for much too long, but now that they have
come forward, the least we can do is listen.
As empowering as the #MeToo movement
is for the women, I believe, it may unfortunately be relegated to just a spark rather than
a fire that moulds lasting change. I am aware
that these are depressing words and while I
am completely in support of the movement,
systematic change cannot be ensured unless
tangible structural reforms are introduced.
While I may not be able to personally identify with the agony of the victims, sexual
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#MeToo movement: A spark or fire?
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aving registered a First
Information Report (FIR)
against senior actor Nana
Patekar and three others based
on a complaint of sexual
harassment lodged by actress
Tanushree Dutt, the Oshiwara
police on Thursday began
investigations into the 10-yearold case.
Ahead of summoning
Patekar and three others
accused — choreographer
Ganesh Acharya, producer
Samee Siddiqui and director
Rakesh Sarang — for questioning, the police will record
the statements of witnesses in
the case in the coming days on
the incident that took place on
the sets of a film on March 26,
2008.
“Before
summoning
Patekar and other accused in
the case for questioning, we will
first record the statements of
the witnesses in the case,” a
senior police officer investigating the case said.
Accompanied by her
lawyer Nitin Satpute, Tanushree
visited the Oshiwara police
station on Wednesday night
and recorded her statement in
continuation of a written complaint that she had lodged with
the same police station on
October 6.
After she recorded her
statement, the Oshiwara police
formally registered an FIR
against Patekar and three others under sections 354 (Assault
or criminal force to women
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Jammu: The Indian Space
Research Organisation will set
up a centre at the Central
University Jammu (CUJ) to
expand its presence to the
northernmost State of India.
ISRO Chairman K Sivan
signed memorandums of
understanding with CUJ Vice
Chancellor Ashok Aima and
officials of Central Space
Instruments Organisation
(CSIR-CSIO) to set up the
centre on Thursday.
Union Minister Jitendra
Singh was present during the
signing of the MoUs at CUJ
campus in Samba.
The centre, named Satish
Dhawan Center for Space
Science, is proposed to be
spread on an area of about
1,150 square metres.
The area of space application is of particular interest to
Jammu & Kashmir as its economy and human lives are
affected by vegetation cover,
forest area, snow, landslides,
avalanches, ground water,
cloud cover, which can be
monitored from space through
remote-sensing.
Also, considering the
recurring natural calamities,
requirement of strengthening
ground-based observational
capabilities of this region for
weather and atmospheric
research is of utmost important.
The centre will take care of
the emerging geospatial and
space technology requirements
for the development of the
region.
Union Minister Singh said
the collaboration between
ISRO and CUJ was a landmark
achievement for Jammu &
Kashmir.
Saying that ISRO would
become a pan-India organisation with the establishment
of the centre, he urged the
youth to develop scientific
temper and interest in space
research.
PTI

with intent to outrage her
modesty), 354-A (Assault or
use of criminal force with
intent to disrobe her) and section 509 (word, gesture or act
intended to insult the modesty
o a woman) of Indian Penal
Code.
In a related development,
the Oshirwara police are looking into the complaint lodged
against Patekar by Tanushree
on October 6 under sections
354 (Assault or criminal force
to women with intent to outrage her modesty), 354-A
(Assault or use of criminal
force with intent to disrobe her)
and section 509 (word, gesture
or act intended to insult the
modesty o a woman) of Indian
Penal Code.
Talking to media persons
after actress-client recorded
her statement, Satpute said:
“After our insistence, the police
recorded my client’s statement
in English instead of Marathi.
We wanted the police to record
her statement in English as we
did not want a repeat of what

happened ten years ago”. In
2008, Tanushree’s father Tapan
Kumar Dutta had filed a complaint with the Oshiwara police
and nothing much had been
done on the complaint then.
On behalf of Tanushree,
her lawyer also submitted a 40page statement on the incident
to the police and also the
Maharashtra State Women’s
Commission (MSWC).
In her complaint lodged
with the police on October 6,
Tanushree has alleged that the
incident took place on March
26, 2008 during the shooting of
a song in the film “Horn Ok
Pleaseee” . The entire was to be
picturised on the actress, while
Patekar had only line in the
song. She said that before the
shoot, she had made it clear to
the producer and director that
she would not enact or perform
any lewd, vulgar or uncomfortable steps in the particular
song.
“On the 4th day of the
shoot, 26th March 2008, while
shooting was going on, Nana

Patekar’s behaviour was inappropriate towards me. He was
on the set despite his work in
the song being over and he was
grabbing me by the arms and
pushing me around on the
pretext of teaching me how to
dance. When he was teaching
indecently and unnecessarily,
then I felt very uncomfortable
because of his behaviour and I
felt he has outraged my modesty,” Tanushree alleged.
“He (Patekar) told the
choreographer and other junior
artists to back away so that he
could teach me the dance steps
through he was not a choreographer and he was not
required during the choreography as per my previous
rehearsals,” the actress added.
“After the incident, I was
under tremendous shock, I
suffered psychological trauma,
was unable to take up work,
suffered huge monetary losses
in crores and therefore I decided to take action through film
industry by lodging a written
complaint with the Cine and
TV Artistes Association. The
Association decided the matter
and passed the order without
considering my complaint for
ap0logy,” Tanushree stated in
her police complaint.
In
her
complaint,
Tanushreee had also named
choreographer
Ganesh
Acharya, producer Samee
Siddiqui, director Rakesh
Sarang and some MNS workers who allegedly damaged her
car and pulled her out of her
car, as co-accused.
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ays after he dismissed
lightly and chose not to
comment on the Tanushree
Dutta-Nana Patekar row,
senior Bollywood actor
Amitabh Bachchan on
Thursday broke his silence on
the ongoing “Me Too” movement, by saying that "no
woman should ever be subjected to any kind of misbehaviour or disorderly conduct,
especially at her work place".
As he turned 76, Bachchan
posted an interview on his
twitter handle in which he
said: “No woman should ever
be subjected to any kind of misbehaviour, or disorderly conduct, especially at her work
place. Such acts should immediately be brought to the notice
of concerned authorities, and
corrective measures be taken,
either through filing complaints or a recourse to law”
“Discipline and civic, social
and moral curriculums, should
be adopted at a very early educational level. Women children and the weaker sections of
our society are the most vulnerable. They need to be under
special protective care,” Big B
said, in reply to a question.

“It has been most heartening to see women representations in most work vocations,
on the increase in our country.
It would be an irreparable
blemish if we are not able to
provide them the welcome
they deserve and the dignity of
the security of their presence,”
the senior actor said.
It may be recalled that
Bachchan had come in for
severe criticism after he made
light of a question on the allegations of sexual harassment
made by Tanushree Dutta
against Nana Patekar, by saying:
"Neither is my name Tanushree
nor is it Nana Patekar so how
can I answer your question?".
Early this week, Bachchan’s
daughter-in-law and actress
Aishwarya Rai Bachchan had
voiced her opinion on the
“MeToo” movement at an
event. “I have always spoken
out, I spoke in the past, I am
speaking now, and I will continue to speak. When it comes
to helping women find their
voice, find the strength, feel confident about sharing their stories, it’s not about the current
time. This has been going on
since a lot of time and I am glad
it has found a certain momentum today,” Aishwarya had said.
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eviving her old spat with
Hrithik Roshan, actress
R
Kangana Ranaut on Thursday
slammed her ex-boyfriendactor by saying that “people
who keep wives as trophies and
young girls as mistresses should
be boycotted”.
“There are men who make
false promises of love and marriage to a girl to get them into
a relationship that is also a type
of harassment. There are married men who keep their wives
as trophies and keep young girls
as their mistresses like
Hrithik...They lure young beautiful girls with the promise of
marriage and later try to prove
them mad. Nobody should
work with such people. They
should be boycotted," Kangana
told a news television channel.
Justifying the treatment
being meted out to film maker
Vikas Bahl, a former member
of the now dissolved Phantom
Films who has been accused of
sexual harassment by a couple
of actresses, Kangana said:
"There are many people like
Vikas Bahl, he is not the only
one. We still have a lot of work
to do so, we should not start the

celebrations as yet. We have a
long way to go. We have to
make this place (world)
absolutely safe for woman".
Kangana’s comments
against Hritik came three days
after the 44-year-old actor
tweeted: "It is impossible for me
to work with any person if
he/she is guilty of such grave
misconduct. I am away and
have access to only sporadic
information. I have requested
the producers of Super 30 to
take stock of the apparent facts
and take a harsh stand if need
be. This is not to be hushed or
brushed under the carpet. All
proven offenders must be punished and all exploited people
must be empowered and given
strength to speak up.”
Hritik’s comment came in
respect of Bahl, who is the
director of Super 30, a biopic on
the life of mathematician
Anand Kumar and his educational programme Super 30.
Incidentally, Kangana's
Queen co-star Nayani Dixit had
accused Bahl of sexual misconduct. After a reported affair
between the two during the
filming of Krrish 3, Kangana
and Hrithik have been engaged
in a legal war.
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slipper was thrown at Chief
Minister Nitish Kumar on
A
Thursday when he was attending a JD(U) students wing
programme Chhatra Sangam at
Bapu Sabhagar here. The slipper thrown by a youth, however, did not reach the target
and fell on the ground below
the podium.
The incident created a sensation as it happened despite
presence of a crowd of party
workers, youths and students.
This is the first time that such
incident took place with the
CM in Patna.
The youth was in no time
pinned down by the party
workers and security personnel
and taken to police station but
after a good thrashing by the
party workers. He was identified as Chandan from
Aurangabad and he reported-
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ly told the police that he was in
favour of reservation to upper
castes and supported Swarn
agitation.
The chappal was thrown
soon after the CM with other
dignitaries sat on the podium.
Bihar JD(U) president
Bashistha Narain Singh and
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Energy Minister Bijendra
Prasad Yadav were sitting on
his either side but at that
moment both were looking
other side. Only Nitish who
was setting his hairs, which
were disturbed following garlanding, with the fingers of his
both hands. He looked at the

flying chappal and its fall but
continued with what he was
doing.
Neither the CM nor any
other leader mentioned this
incident. Nitish in his speech
told the students that knowledge of politics during student
life is must because they have
to do politics at state or national level. But, he added, it did not
mean that they should quit
studies and pursue only politics.
“The standard of today’s
politics has badly fallen and
degraded. Politics without ideology is a social sin. Without
principled politics country
could not be run on path of
progress,” said Nitish while
hailing the philosophies of
Gandhi, Lohia, Jaya Prakash
Narayan and Karpoori Thakur.
The programme was organised
to mark the birth anniversary
of JP.
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rally to highlight the plight of the defence
PSU
Hindustan
Aeronautics
Limited(HAL) in view of the controversy over
HAL missing the contract to produce Rafale
fighter jet by the State Congress Party has been
cancelled. The State Congress had announced
that on his visit to Bengaluru on Saturday
Congress president Rahul Gandhi will visit
HAL and address the employees. However
Gopal Sutar, Chief of Media Communications,
HAL told reporters on Thursday, “There is no
communication on Rahul Gandhi’s meeting
with the HAL employees in Bengaluru.”
Rahul was slated to meet HAL employees
in Bengaluru on 13 October. Karnataka
Pradesh Congress Committee president
Dinesh Gundu Rao had said Rahul will talk
to the employees of the HAL about the controversial deal and also address a rally in
Bengaluru. However on Thursday Dinesh
Gundu Rao denied Rahul Gandhi is coming
to meet HAL employees but said he will hold

a discussion .
He said "Event is being held by some people to hold a discussion on Hindustan
Aeronautics Ltd's contribution to India, anyone can participate in it including HAL
employees. He's not coming to meet HAL
employees."
Rahul Gandhi had ridiculed union
Government's flagship Skill India campaign as
"S-Kill India" and alleged C30,000 crore was
"stolen" from HAL in the Rafale deal and given
to a man with "no skills" to make an aircraft.
The Congress has been accusing Prime
Minister Narendra Modi of snatching jobs of
the people of Karnataka by taking away the
contract from HAL. Rahul had been saying that
had HAL been selected in place of Reliance
Defence it could have generated employment
to scores of unemployed youth in the State.
The BJP has dismissed all allegations as
false. Modi had announced the procurement
of 36 Rafale fighters after holding talks with
then French president Francois Hollande on
10 April, 2015, in Paris.

he much publicised book
Lalu Leela authored by
Deputy CM Sushil Kumar Modi
was released on Thursday on the
occasion of the birth anniversary
of Loknayak Jaya Prakash
Narayan. Incidentally, both Lalu
and Modi were disciples of JP
and product of his anti-corruption movement.
But the book has documented “corrupt” practices of
Lalu and amassing of huge
wealth and assets by him and his
family. Lalu and his wife Rabri
Devi remained Chief Minister
uninterrupted for 15 years. Later
on Lalu was Railway Minister in
UPA 1 under Manmohan Singh
for five years.
“Lalu Pariwar is a Ghotala
pariwar. He continued with his
corrupt practices despite going
to jail and convicted in fodder
scam. He implicated his entire
family in corruption. Tejashwi

Prasad Yadav was just a kid
when all these corruptions took
place,” said Modi at the book
launching function where several senior BJP leaders and
Union Ministers were present.
The BJP is also likely to use this
book in next election against
main rival RJD.
Modi has alleged that for
making Ministers, MPs and legislators Lalu asked his partymen

to donate him acres of land.
Those who complied included
Raghunath Jha and Kanti Singh,
both former Union Ministers,
said Modi with documentary
evidences. In order make black
money white Lalu coerced Lalan
Choudhary, a BPL person, railway khalasi Hridyanand
Choudhary and landless persons
Prabhunath
Yadav,
Chandrakanta Devi and
Subhash Choudhary. The documents showed these people gifted their precious lands in the
name of Lalu’s kin, said the BJP
leader.
Modi further said that to
amass benami land, Lalu misused his family as well as the
families of his married daughters
and transferred the landed properties through them after himself purchasing the plots in their
name and later transferred in the
name of his kin.
“Lalu left behind Robert
Wadra in using shell companies

for grabbing properties. He
amassed properties not only for
wife, sons and daughters but
their next three generations.
Lalu is the name of the greed for
amassing more and more assets,”
said Modi.
Hours before the release of
the book the Government intensified security of Sushil Modi.
Both Nitish and Modi were present at another function and the
CM was seen calling the Senior
SP and DM of Patna and gave
them necessary directives.
There was no reaction from
Lalu family on this book. Leader
of Opposition Tejashwi Yadav
who has a knack of tweeting on
every issue also remained silent.
Bihar RJD president Ram
Chandra Purbe said the book
was a bunch of lies. “Modi is
using name of Lalu only to
remain in the limelight. The
world knows that Lalu is the
man always ready to take on RSS
and BJP,” he said.
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ue to the episode of attacks on
migrant labourers following rape of
an infant allegedly by a Bihari worker, ‘politics over migrants’ has begun in Gujarat
as Congress and its allied organisations are
now making allegations on Deputy Chief
Minister Nitin Patel for opposing migrant
students.
Right from the first attack on Hindispeaking workers, the ruling BJP is blaming on Congress party and its MLA from
Radhanpur constituency Alpesh Thakor
for provoking locals to spread terror
among the migrant labourers. Some
provocative speeches of Thakor have
also become viral in which he has been
seen spitting venom against the migrants
for taking jobs of Gujaratis.
Over the past one week, Alpesh was
on explaining mode, but now his sup-

porters belonging to ‘OBC, ST, SC Exta
Manch’ have come on retaliation mode
over the migrants issue alleging that in the
past Gujarat’s Deputy Chief Minister

Nitin Patel had opposed for giving admission to students of other states in Gujarat’s
medical colleges.
“If Patel could oppose students from

other States, he can also go against
migrant workers. He is spreading the poison of regionalism in order to become
Chief Minister,” claimed vice-president of
OBC Ekta Manch Mukesh Bharvad,
adding that the attacks on migrants are
nothing but outcome of internal conflicts
in Gujarat BJP. The Ekta manch is headed by Thakor.
Congress MLA from Bayad in North
Gujarat Dhavalsinh Zala said that Gujarat
Government could have started helpline
when migrants were being attacked apart
from relief camp in order to stop their exodus. Gujarat Pradesh Congress Committee
(GPCC) spokesman Jayrajsinh Parmar
alleged that in the year 2015 Nitin Patel
had stated that poverty in the State
increased due to those people who
migrated from Uttar Pradesh and Bihar.
“This mentality of Patel clearly indicates
that he is anti-migrants,” he added.
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PNS: After inciting violence by his
provocative speech against migrant
labourers, repentant Congress MLA
on Wednesday initiated Sadbhavna
fast. Alpesh Thakor has also invited Chief Ministers of Uttar Pradesh
and Bihar to join him saying that
Gujarat’s image is being tarnished
and hence he decided to go on
Sadbhavna fast. He also claimed that
there was no attack on migrant
labourers but some people are creating panic using social media.
“Neither me nor the social organisations in which I am associated
would ever support regionalism,”
said Alpesh.

PNS: Reacting fast on allegations made against Dy
CM Patel, Gujarat’s senior Minister Bhupendrasinh
Chudasama said that all the allegation made
against Patel were baseless as Nitinbhai is leader of
everyone residing in Gujarat.
“From the beginning Congress is known for
divisive politics. Everyone in Gujarat knows that
who is provoking violence against migrants as the
names revealed in crimes against labourers either
associated from Congress or Alpesh led organisations,” said Chudasama, alleging that Congress MLA
Alpesh Thakor is trying to disturb peaceful environment of the state as his anti-migrants speech provoked people to attack on Hindi-speaking workers.
According to him any citizen of India has right to
work in Gujarat along with the local employees as
per their eligibility and skills.
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ecurity forces on Thursday shot
dead a top-ranking Hizbul
Mujahideen terrorist Mannan Bashir
Wani along-with an associate in north
Kashmir’s Kupwara district while
unknown gunmen shot dead a separatist activist in southern Shopian district.
Wani was emerging as a popular
terrorist across the Valley for his educational background and scholarly
discourses he had recently engaged
himself in.
The separatists have called for a
shutdown across the valley on Friday
to mourn Wani’s killing while several
mainstream leaders including former
Chief Minister Mehbooba Mufti have
regretted his death.
Sources said Wani and his associate were trapped in a residential house
in Shatgund Bala village in Mawar belt
of north Kashmir’s Kupwara district
early on Thursday. The area was cordoned off by troops of 30 Rashtriya
Rifles and counterinsurgency police on
a specific input that led to exchange of
fire.
Police said two terrorists were
killed in the shootout and one of them
was identified as Manan Bashir Wani,
who joined the terrorist ranks last year
after quitting his doctoral research in
geology department of Aligarh Muslim
University. Wani had written two articles in past three months explaining his
decision to quit studies and joining the
separatist movement in Kashmir.
The authorities filed a case against
a news gathering agency that published

his first article on website. The agency
later pulled the article down. Wani circulated his second article through
social media, which became an instant
hit.
Soon after the news about the
death of two terrorists spread, violent
clashes erupted in parts of Kupwara
and Handwara.
The authorities announced closure
of schools and colleges in north
Kashmir parts and several restive
pockets of south Kashmir.
Wani’s associate who died in the
gunfight was identified as Ashiq
Hussain Zargar, a resident of Tulwari
village in Langate.
Sources said that tens of thousands
of people joined the funeral prayers of
the slain terrorist who was ranked
among the most-wanted cadre of
Hizbul Mujahideen outfit.
The Joint Resistance Leadership
(JRL), a grouping of separatist leaders
Syed Ali Geelani, Mirwai Umar Farooq
and Yasin Malik called for a valley-wide
shutdown on Friday to mourn Manan

Wani’s death.
“Alas! heard the tragic news of
#MananWani’s Martyrdom and of his
associates! Deeply pained that we lost
a budding intellectual and writer like
him, fighting for the cause of self-determination. JRL appeals to people to
observe a complete #Shutdown tomorrow to pay homage to him,” Mirwaiz
wrote on twitter.
Former Chief Minister Mehbooba
Mufti termed the killing as “loss” and
urged to resolve the Kashmir issue
through dialogue with all stakeholders
including Pakistan.
“Today a PhD scholar chose death
over life & was killed in an encounter.
His death is entirely our loss as we are
losing young educated boys every
day,” she said.
“It is high time that all the political parties in the country realise the
gravity of this situation and try to facilitate a solution through dialogue with
all the stakeholders including Pakistan
to end this bloodshed,” Mehbooba
wrote in another tweet. Wani took up
arms during Mehbooba led PDP-BJP
coalition in the state.
Legislator Sheikh Rashid said the
killing of Manan Wani negates
Governor Satya Paul Malik’s claim that
we should focus on eliminating militancy rather killing terrorists. Rashid
represents Langate constituency where
the encounter took place.
“Rather celebrating the killing and
using bullets and pallets to disperse
thousands of protesters at the
encounter site, the Government should
introspect as to what forces masses to
play with their lives,” he said.
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he coalition Government of
JD(S) and Congress in
T
Karnataka suffered a major
jolt on Thursday as primary
and Higher education Minister
N Mahesh has resigned from
HD Kumaraswamy Cabinet.
N Mahesh is the only BSP
MLA from Kollegala constituency and became Minister
in HD Kumaraswamy’s Cabinet.
Just four months after formation
of a fragile coalition
Government of JD(S) and
Congress led by HD
Kumaraswamy,
Mahesh
resigned giving personal reason.
The formation of coalition
Government in Karnataka also
became
a
short-lived
Opposition unity called

Mahaghatbhandan which fizzled out later as both BSP supremo Mayawati and SP came out
against the Congress. After his
resignation he also said he
would continue to support
JD(S) and not the Congress.
According to sources
Mahesh resigned from the
Cabinet after Mayawati asked
him to resign as it was against
BSP’s principal to be part of any
power with the congress.
Mahesh had a meeting with
Mayawati on Tuesday and it was
much anticipated. According
to sources he would be contesting from Chamarajanagara
reserve constituency against
Congress in the ensuing general elections in 2019.
In political circles the news
is abuzz that it was a political
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plot created by Devegowda to
control the warring congress
and its leader Siddaramaiah.
Sources close to Chief
Minister Kumaraswamy said
Mayawati asked him to drop
Mahesh, as he'd made unwanted comments that it's because
of him that the BSP won a seat
in Karnataka. The CM didn't
act on that. Today, she instructed Mahesh to step down.
In another development
former Prime Minister and
Janata Dal (S) National
President H D Devegowda has
said the Opposition parties
joining hands against the BJP
had begun in Karnataka, but
formation of a grand alliance
against the saffron party at the
national level was highly
'doubtful'.
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ware of the saffron outfit’s
alleged “nuisance value” the
Trinamool Congress Government is
keeping close watch on the preparations for the proposed BJP Rath
Yatras in December. According to
the ruling party sources local leaders to the panchayat level have
been “alerted about the kinds of mischief that can take place during the
Yatras.”
Though the BJP will not be able
to derive any special mileage from
such yatras in Bengal, “our workers
have been asked to keep a close vigil
because this is an election year,” State
Minister Firhad Hakim has said.
Party leader and Rajya Sabha
MP Sukhendu Shekhar Roy has also
said that the Yatra would be a failure in a politically seasoned State
like Bengal.
“Earlier yatras were take out
under the leadership LK Advani. But
it was not successful in Bengal. This
time also it will fail here as the people of Bengal do not like communal politics,” Roy said.
Another leader and Minister
Sadhan Pandey said Bengal still
cherished its renaissance values
and would never allow outlandish
philosophy to make home in State
politics. “Bengal is a different ball
game; that they will soon understand. People of this State will just
reject such communal gimmicks,”
Pandey said.
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Ahmedabad: In the wake of
the alleged rape of a 14-month
old girl in Gujarat two weeks
back, State Congress MLA
Geniben Thakor has said that
rape accused should be burnt
alive instead of being handed
over to police.
A video in which the
woman legislator is purportedly seen telling this to a group of
women went viral on Thursday.
However, Thakor clarified
that she was just trying to
pacify the women as they were
anguished over the rape of the
14-month old girl from Thakor
community.
Thakor represents Vav seat
of Banaskantha district.
In the video captured on a
mobile phone inside a house
yesterday, the MLA is seen surrounded by some agitated
women.
"In India, everyone has to
pass through the process of law
(to get justice). But, whenever
such incidents happen, 50-150
persons should come together
and burn him (rape accused)
alive on the same day.
Finish him, don't hand
him over to police," Thakor is
seen telling the women.
In her explanation, Thakor
said she was only trying to calm
down the women, who were
moved by the rape of the toddler near Himmatnagar town
of Sabarkantha district on
September 28.
The accused, a native of
Bihar was arrested by police on
the same day.
"The video was shot inside
my residence. That was not a
public rally or a press conference. I said those words in
order to pacify some 100
women visitors, who were
upset due to the rape incident.
There was no other intention,"
said Thakor.
PTI
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Saharsa (Bihar): A village panchayat in the district has
ordered no girls would go to
schools or colleges unless their
safety is ensured, after three girls
were allegedly harassed on their
way to their coaching classes,
police said on Thursday.
Two persons have been
arrested in connection with
the alleged misbehaviour with
the girls, in a second instance of
harassment of female students
reported from the State within
a week.

Saharsa Superintendent of
Police Rakesh Kumar said the
incident was reported at
Ekpadha village where a group
of men allegedly misbehaved
with girls who were going to
their coaching classes on their
bicycle.
When two brothers of one
of the girls tried to put up a
resistance, they were also beaten up by the accused, the district police chief said.
Following the incident,
which took place on October 4,
the village panchayat decreed
that unless and until adequate
security measures were taken,
girls would not be allowed to
attend colleges and coaching
classes, the SP said.
"So far two of the accused
have been arrested while a

search was on for two others,"
Kumar said.
He also said as many as 17
college girls from the village are
said to have been affected by the
panchayat decree and the police
and district administration were
trying to convince their
guardians to allow them to
resume studies.
Earlier last week, in the
adjoining district of Supaul, 30
girl students of a school were
thrashed by villagers when they
objected to some boys scribbling obscenities on the wall.
Nine persons, including
three women, were arrested in
connection with the assault on
the girls who had landed in a
hospital and are said to be still
in a state of shock and averse to
resume school.
PTI

When asked whether the
Government was keeping watch
on elements who might try to ignite
communal flare, a senior leader and
Minister said “no mischief will be
tolerated and those who commit
them will be shown their places.”
With the 2019 general elections
less than a year away the BJP has
decided to take out three Rath
Yatras in the State. These Yatras will
be led by top BJP leaders including
party president Amit Shah, Assam
Chief Minister Sarwananda Sonowal
and his UP counterpart Yogi
Adityanath.
While Shah will lead his Yatra
from Birbhum, the UP Chief
Minister will start his Yatra from
Ganga Sagar Islands. The third
Yatra will start from Coochbehar in
Northernmost Bengal bordering
Assam and will be led by the Chief
Minister of the neighbouring State.
“The Yatras will be taken out in
protest against Trinamool Congress’
reign of terror, its appeasement
policy and continuing infiltration
through Bangladesh border,” BJP
State leader Samik Bhattacharya
said.
The Yatras will end up in
Kolkata and eventually culminate
into the proposed mega rally scheduled to be held at the historic
Brigade Parade Ground in Kolkata.
The date of the rally which will be
addressed by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi has however not
been given by the party.
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hile V Narayanasamy,
the Chief Minister of
W
Puducherry is campaigning
against her day in and day out
alleging that Kiran Bedi, the
Lieutenant Governor is not
cooperating
with
the
Government in implementing
welfare measures, the undeterred Bedi is going around the
Union Territory making sure
that the infrastructure works
are implemented and the entire
region is maintained neat and
clean.
A day after Narayanasamy
went public over Bedi’s refusal
to increase the age limit to 24
of police constables under
clause 3 of the Police
Recruitment Rules, the
Lieutenant Governor launched
a massive programme with the
assistance of a corporate group
to desilt the entire irrigation
channels in Puducherry.
The project named
“Mission Puducherry Water
Rich” will ensure that the cleaning and desilting of all the 23
irrigation channels would be
implemented with the active
cooperation of donors.
“This will save the
Government crores of rupees
while the donors will be honoured with Swachchhta Hi

Sewa Awards on this year’s
Diwali Eve,” said a release from
Bedi’s office.
Desilting the 11.3 km long
Sellangal Feeder Canal at a cost
of C7 lakh would revitalize six
villages and 900 acres of farm
lands would get irrigation
potential. This will also
improve the ground water table
for agriculture sector as well as
the industrial hub.
The Lt Governor launched
the desilting works on
Thursday by performing the
traditional Bhumi Puja and
asked the donors to make sure
that the desilting works be
completed before the commencement of the monsoon.
She also asked the engineering
authorities of Tamil Nadu
Government who were present
during the function to extend
cooperation to their counterparts in the union territory for
the speedy completion of the
works
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anwarilal Purohit, Governor
of Tamil Nadu, literally left
B
the rationalists and atheists
Dravidian politicians in the State
spellbound on Thursday by participating in the Thamarabharani
Mahapushkaram, a religious
event held once in every 144
years.
Governor Purohit who was
the chief guest of the inaugural event of the rare festival
described it as one of the great
historical and cultural events in
the country. He also emphasised
the importance commanded
by the rivers across the country
because they are the ones which
stress the cultural unity of India.

“Thamarabharani River is
inextricably linked with the history of Tamil language, Tamil culture and the history of Indian sub
continent from time immemorial. Throughout the history of
mankind, rivers have played the
central role in sustenance. We see
the rivers not only as a source of
water but revere them as Gods.
The celebration of Pushkarams
covers the holy rivers of Sindhu
and Saraswati in Western India
to Brahmaputra in Eastern India
to Ganges and Yamuna in
Northern India to Narmada,
Godavari and Tunga-Badra in
Central India and to Kaveri and
Thamarabharani in South India.
These pushkarams have been
happening from time immemorial stressing the cultural unity

of our country over thousands of
years,” said the Governor.
Driving home the relation
between the pushkaram and
astronomical changes, Purohit
pointed out that it was connected to the transit of the planet
Guru to various Rasi (zodiac
signs). “The Pushkaram festival
takes place on 12 major holy
rivers, corresponding to the
Hindu zodiac signs, during the
transit of Guru Bhagavan from
one Rasi to another, every year,”
said Purohit. He also demolished

the claim of the Dravidian parties that the south India is a separate entity with distinct culture,
literature and history. “Sage
Agasthya was the first one to create grammar for Tamil followed
by his disciple Tholkappiar. So it
may be apt to describe the age of
Tamil is same as that of the age
of Thamiraparani. We also find
references of Thamirabharani in
Ramayana, Mahabharata,
Kalidasa’s Raghuvamsa, works of
Varahamihira and in Sangam literature,” said Purohit.
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he BSE Sensex slumped
over 750 points to end at a
T
six-month low and NSE Nifty
ended below the 10,300 mark
Thursday as global indices witnessed across-the-board losses
after investor sentiment was hit
by heavy sell-off in world markets.
The 30-share index, which
commenced with a gap down
opening, cracked over 1,000
points, breaching the 34,000mark and hit a low of
33,723.53, before staging a partial recovery to touch a high of
34,325.09 in afternoon trade.
The gauge finally ended
759.74 points, or 2.19 per cent,
lower at 34,001.15. This is the
lowest closing since April 11.
It had gained 461.42 points
Wednesday.
Similarly, the NSE Nifty
settled at 10,234.65, down
225.45 points, or 2.16 per cent.

It moved between 10,138.60
and 10,335.95 in day trade.
“This sell-off is part of the
global sell-off triggered by the
sharp cut in the mother market US,” said VK Vijayakumar,
Chief Investment Strategist at
Geojit Financial Services.
This is leading to capital
outflows from emerging markets (EMs) like India. Apart
from the rising bond yield in
the US and EM currency woes,
there are global trade skirmishes impacting the sentiment, he added.
“While most of the earlier
fall could be attributed largely
to domestic factors, the reason
for Thursday’s fall is clearly
global with the US markets
falling sharply after President
Trump’s acerbic comments
against the Federal Reserve
and the consequent sharp fall
witnessed in all the major
Asian markets,” said Dheeraj
Singh, Head of Investments Taurus AMC.
In an unprecedented criticism by a ser ving US
President, Trump said the
Federal Reserve had gone crazy
after the Dow Jones Industrial
Average in New York tumbled
by over 800 points on
Wednesday, the biggest decline
in more than seven months.
Among the Sensex pack,

state-run lender SBI was the
biggest loser, plunging by 5.74
per cent, followed by Tata Steel
4.60 per cent.
Stocks of IT bellwether
TCS fell 3.10 per cent ahead of
September quarter earnings to
be released later on Thursday.
Other laggards included
Vedanta, M&M, Infosys, Adani
Ports, Bharti Airtel, Tata
Motors, HDFC, IndusInd
Bank, Sun Pharma, Bajaj Auto,
ICICI Bank, L&T, Kotak Bank,
Maruti
Suzuki,
Hero
MotoCorp, Coal India and
ITC, falling up to 4.45 per cent.
Axis Bank, HDC Bank,
RIL, Wipro, NTPC, Asian
Paint, PowerGrid and HUL
also retreated up to 1.45 per
cent.
In contrast, ONGC was the
top gainer in the Sensex kitty,
rising 2.86 per cent, while Yes
Bank gained 2.54 per cent.
Stocks of oil marketing
companies were in a better
shape on falling global crude oil
prices. HCPL, BPCL, ONGC
and IOC ended up to 14.70 per
cent higher.
Airline stocks continued
their rising streak for the second day after the government on Wednesday cut
excise duty on jet fuel to 11
per cent to give relief to the
aviation industry.
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rime Minister Narendra
Modi on Thursday allayed
P
fears of job loss due to technological development, saying
the ‘4th Industrial Revolution’
will change the nature of jobs
and provide more opportunities.
Speaking at the launch of
the World Economic Forum
(WEF) Centre for the Fourth
Industrial Revolution, he said
his government is open to policy changes to help reap benefits of the fourth industrial revolution.
“Our diversity, our demographic potential, fast-growing
market size and digital infrastructure has potential to make
India a global hub for research
and implementation,” he said.
While the previous indus-

trial revolutions eluded the
country, India’s contribution to
the 4th Industrial Revolution
would be astonishing, he said.
“India was not independent when the first and second
industrial revolution happened.
When third industrial revolution happened, India was
struggling with challenges of
just attained independence,”
he said.
Artificial intelligence,
machine learning, Internet of
Things, blockchain and big
data hold potential to take
India to new heights, the Prime
Minister said.
Reeling out the achievements of his Government, Modi
said teledensity has increased to
93 per cent and nearly 50 crore
Indians now have mobiles.
India is the largest mobile
data consuming country in
the world and also the one with
the cheapest data rates, he
said, adding mobile data consumption has increased 30
times in four years.
Over 120 crore Indians
have Aadhaar, he said, adding
work to connect all the 2.5 lakh
village panchayats with optic
fibre would be completed soon.
In 2014, only 59 panchayats were connected with optic
fibre while presently 1 lakh are
connected, Modi said.
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he 15th Annual Inter Collegiate institution. This culture of sports in the
Sports Meet - 2018 of IP University University must be continued, he furT
was opened at the main sports ground ther said.
ahindra & Mahindra, part of Mahindra
MD Global, the home of
In the March Past event, Army MGroup and Castrol India, an automotive HNokia phones, on
of the campus by renowned athlete of
the country Padmashri Gurubachan Institute of Management and and industrial lubricant manufacturing company Thursday announced the
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Singh Randhawa here on Thursday. He
is the first Indian athlete of the country to be honoured with prestigious
Arjuna Award.
Addressing the august gathering on
the occasion as a chief guest, he said the

Technology was adjudged as winner.
Registrar of the University, Satnam
Singh, Director — Students Welfare CS
Rai, Proctor Anup Singh Beniwal and
other senior officers and faculty members were present on the occasion.

in the country, on Tursday signed of a new strategic partnership agreement. Under the aegis of
this agreement, Mahindra will endorse a range
of Castrol products which include aftermarket
engine oils and transmission fluids for Mahindra
tractors under the brand, “Mileage Ka Master”
(MKM).
The agreement was signed by Hemant
Sikka, President & Chief Purchase Officer,
Powerol & Spares Business, Mahindra &
Mahindra Limited and Omer Dormen,
Managing Director, Castrol India Limited at a
ceremony held in Mumbai.
Commenting on the partnership at the signing event, Hemant Sikka President & Chief
Purchase Officer, Powerol & Spares Business,
Mahindra & Mahindra Limited said, “We are
pleased to join hands with Castrol, the leading
lubricants brand in India. Both the companies
are considered market leaders in their respective sectors — having constantly delivered
innovative and pioneering technology to provide unique and differentiated offerings to customers and consumers. We look forward to partnering with Castrol and benefitting from their
strong reputation, high quality products and
wide-spread distribution network pan India
through its over 1 lakh strong retail outlets.
Objective is to capture unmet need of customers
to use recommended fluids by OEMs”.
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Nokia 3.1 Plus in India, a
smartphone which goes big
on content experiences thanks
to its 6-inch HD+ display and
a weekend busting two-day
battery life1. Nokia 3.1 Plus is
the most affordable Nokia
smartphone with a dual-camera and is the latest device to
join the Android One family,
delivering the best of Google
with monthly security patches.
The company also
launched the Nokia 8110,
which will now be available in
India. Reloading the legendary
Nokia 8110, this 4G feature
phone comes complete with the
elegantly curved slider design,
giving you the knowledge that
all your smartphone essentials
are there when you need them,
yet you are switched off, have
fun and relax.
With a familiar and easy to
use interface, the Nokia 8110
features intuitive tactile mechanics, with slide to answer and end
calls, as well as an addictive helicopter-style spin on its axis.
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llaying concerns about the
return of fuel subsidy
A
regime, a top Finance Ministry
official on Thursday said the
Government asking oil PSUs to
subsidise petrol and diesel
prices by C1 per litre was a
“one-time thing” and it does
not intend to ask them to do it
again.
While oil marketing companies will continue to enjoy
marketing freedom, upstream
oil producers like ONGC
would not be asked to share
fuel subsidy burden, he said.
Just last week, the
Government had cut excise
duty on petrol and diesel by
C1.50 per litre and asked stateowned oil marketing companies (OMCs) to subsidise the
two fuels by another C1 a litre.
But most of the C2.50 per
litre reduction in rates effected
from October 5 has been lost
in increases in selling prices on
subsequent days, giving rise to
the suspicion that the
Government may again ask
OMCs to subsidise fuel.
“The C1 absorption by

OMCs in their pricing was a onetime thing,” the official said.
The Government, he said,
has no intention of asking
them to do that again.
Following the comments,
shares of OMCs surged by as
much as 19 per cent intra-day,
defying the broader market
trends. Shares of HPCL surged
19 per cent to hit a high of
C215.40, BPCL jumped 7 per
cent to C284.80 and IOC gained
nearly 8 per cent to C134 in
intra-day trade.
The benchmark BSE
Sensex fell 759.74 points to
close at 34,001.
The cut in excise duty and
OMCs absorbing some prices
had led to a drop in the price
of petrol from a record high of
C84 per litre to C81.50 in Delhi
and that of diesel from an alltime high of C75.45 to C72.95
a litre on October 5. But rate
hikes on subsequent days have
pushed prices up.
Petrol has risen by 86 paise
per litre since then and diesel
by C1.67, negating the entire
excise duty reduction in less
than a week. Petrol price in
Delhi on Thursday stood at
C82.36 per cent while diesel was
priced at C74.62.
The official said the
Government is also not looking at bringing back the subsidy
sharing mechanism where
upstream firms like ONGC
subsidised cooking fuels LPG
and kerosene by giving dis-
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he IT Ministry has received
more than 400 responses
from companies, industry bodies and Government departments on the draft personal
data protection Bill, and will
take stock of suggestions before
its proposed introduction in
Parliament, according to a
senior official. The deadline to
submit suggestions on the government’s draft personal data
protection bill closed on
Wednesday.
An official, who did not
wish to be named, said the IT
Ministry will start systematically analysing and crystallising
the responses now, following
which, it will further consult
related stakeholders and certain
ministries like Law and Justice.
The official said some of
the responses talk of how the
language of the draft bill can be
tightened to avoid its multiple
interpretation in the future, and
added that some suggestions
were around the costs surrounding mandatory localisation or storage of data, that the
bill proposes.
Many global industry bod-

ies have contended that data
localisation proposed in the
draft bill could have “significant
negative effects” on the ability
of companies to do business in
India.
The ministry hopes to take
stock of all the feedback over
the next 1.5 months and give
final touches to the draft by
November-end, for its subsequent introduction in
Parliament.
Parliament is expected to
convene for the winter session
in November-December.
The official said that a
number of ministries and
departments,
including
Corporate Affairs, Social Justice
and Women and Child
Development, and Youth Affairs
have also sent in their feedback.
The draft personal data
protection bill was crafted by a
high-level panel headed by
Justice BN Srikrishna, and was
submitted to IT Minister Ravi
Shankar Prasad in July-end.
The draft bill moots
“explicit consent” for processing ‘sensitive personal information’ like religious or political beliefs, sexual orientation
and biometric details.

counts on crude oil they sold to
refiners.
Oil and Natural Gas Corp
(ONGC) shares surged to
C159.60 during intra-day trade
on the BSE before ending at
C152.90, up 2.86 per cent.
Oil producers ONGC and
Oil India Ltd had till June
2015 made good as much as 40
per cent of the under-recoveries or subsidy arising out of selling fuel at below market price.
It was speculated that the same
subsidy sharing in some form
may be brought back.
According to Moody’s
Investors Service, share prices
of state-owned oil companies
have declined around 20 per
cent on average since the government on October 4
announced a reduction in the
country’s fuel prices.
The aggregate market capitalisation of the six largest listed Government owned/linked
oil companies had fallen by C1.2
lakh crore since then, it said.
“The share price decline is
credit negative for the oil companies because of the high
level of cross-shareholdings in
one another. The market values
of their respective investments
have declined, reducing their
financial flexibility,” it said in a
report on Thursday. Shares of
HPCL closed up 14.70 per
cent at C207.15. BPCL was up
5.11 per cent at C278.65 and
IOC ended 5.39 per cent higher at C131 on the BSE.
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e c e nt d e f au lt s by
Infrastructure Leasing
R
an d Fi n an c i a l S e r v i c e s
(IL&FS) have highlighted
the continuity risks of the
country’s asset-backed security (ABS) servicers, Fitch
s ai d i n it s re p or t on
Thursday.
It further said the failure
of IL&FS has significantly
undermined market sentiment towards the the country’s non-bank financial institution (NBFI) sector and
their ABS issuance.
Transaction flow has
stalled and there is a rise in
yields on the securitisation
notes of NBFIs, it added.
IL&FS and its subsidiaries are facing liquidity
crisis and have defaulted on
several debt repayments
recently.
According to the rating
agency, IL&FS was not itself
a counterparty to any internationally rated ABS notes,
but NBFIs act as the originators and servicers for most
Indian ABS transactions.
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oger Federer said that he did not want
to lose in front of his young family as
he was pushed all the way for the second match in a row at the Shanghai Masters
on Thursday.
The reigning champion squeezed into
the quarter-finals after eventually defeating
the 28th-ranked Spaniard Roberto Bautista
Agut 6-3, 2-6, 6-4.
The top seed will play Japan's eighth
seed Kei Nishikori, while Novak Djokovic
and Alexander Zverev are also through,
albeit with far less hassle.
The 37-year-old Swiss great was forced
to fight in his opening match on Wednesday
against Russia's Daniil Medvedev.
Normal order appeared to have been
restored when the 20-time Grand Slam
champion comfortably claimed the first set
against Bautista Agut.
But the Spaniard earned a piece of personal history after that, winning the second
set — the first time he had taken a set against
the Swiss maestro.
The 30-year-old Bautista Agut had the
whiff of an upset in his nostrils and the
prospect of a first victory over the Swiss at
the eighth attempt.
But in the ninth game of the deciding
set, Federer made the breakthrough on his
opponent's serve, pumping his fist as another hard-won victory loomed into view.
Federer's wife Mirka and their four children were in the arena and he said afterwards: "I'm not sure if they give me more
courage fighting on court, but they were here
today.
"I was telling myself, particularly tonight
I cannot do this (lose) because they were
there, but I don't know how much I draw
from that, quite honestly."
Federer said that two stern encounters
had set him up nicely for Nishikori on
Friday.
"I hope it's going to help me that I played
against Medvedev and also Bautista Agut,

A^VTa5TSTaTaWXcbPaTcda]bW^cc^A^QTac^1PdcXbcP0VdcSdaX]VcWTXa\T]bbX]V[Tb\PcRW^UcWTBWP]VWPX<PbcTab*aXVWc=^ePZ3Y^Z^eXRWXcbPaTcda]bW^cc^<PaR^2TRRWX]Pc^SdaX]VcWTXa\T]bbX]V[Tb\PcRW^UcWTBWP]VWPX<PbcTab

two really good baseliners.
"From that standpoint, I feel like I found
a rhythm."
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One player who will not be in the quarter-finals is Juan Martin del Potro after he
hobbled out of the tournament.
The Argentine world number four, who
had already been suffering with a virus, lost
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bhubaneswar: 8]P\PY^abTcQPRZU^acWT8]SXP]W^RZTh
cTP\bcPabcaXZTaBEBd]X[WPbQTT]P[[Qdcad[TS^dc^U
]Tgc\^]cWbF^a[S2d_PUcTabdUUTaX]VPZ]TTX]YdahBd]X[
bdUUTaTScWT[XVP\T]cX]Ydah^]WXb[TUcZ]TT^]>Rc^QTa#
SdaX]V 8]SXPb ^]V^X]V _aT_PaPc^ah RP\_ WTaT 7T fX[[
aT`dXaTU^dac^UXeTfTTZbc^aTR^eTaUa^\cWTX]YdahfWXRW
eXacdP[[hbWdcbcWTS^^a^]WX\U^acWTF^a[S2d_c^QT
WT[SWTaTUa^\=^eT\QTa!'c^3TRT\QTa %8bdUUTaTS
cWTX]YdahfWX[TSXeX]VU^aPQP[[SdaX]VcaPX]X]V^]>Rc^QTa
#8WPeTR^]bd[cTSb_TRXP[XbcbWTaTP]ScWT<A8aTeTP[TS
Xc Xb P] ;PcTaP[ 2^[[PcTaP[ ;XVP\T]c X]Ydah ;2; X]Ydah
Bd]X[ bPXS Pc cWT 1WdQP]TbfPa PXa_^ac Bd]X[ Xb U[hX]V c^
3T[WX^]CWdabSPhc^R^]bd[c7^RZTh8]SXPb^UUXRXP[S^Rc^a
1:=PhPZPUcTafWXRWWXbPePX[PQX[XchU^acWTF^a[S2d_fX[[
QTZ]^f]
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kuala lampur: 8]SXP]V^[UTaBWdQWP]ZPaBWPa\Pbd]Z
X] UXeT QXaSXTb ^] cWT QPRZ]X]T c^ RPaS P UXeTd]STa %&
\PZX]VPb^[XSbcPacPccWT28<12[PbbXRWTaTCWT!!hTPa
^[SfW^fPbaTRT]c[hQTbc^fTSfXcWcWT0aYd]P0fPaS
fPb X] cXTS #cW _[PRT U^da bW^cb QTWX]S cWT bda_aXbT
[TPSTa 1a^]b^] 1daV^^] %" ^U DB0 0 aTR^aS U^da
8]SXP]b PaT cPZX]V _Pac X] cWT ^][h ?60 C^da TeT]c X]
B^dcWTPbc 0bXP 5XYX 8]cTa]PcX^]P[ RWP\_X^] 6PVP]YTTc
1Wd[[Pa fPb cWT ]Tgc QTbc _[PRTS 8]SXP]  cXTS !%cW Pc
cWaTTd]STa%(0]XaQP];PWXaXfW^WPbPV^^SaTR^aSPc
C?2:dP[P;d\_daX]cWT_PbcP[b^bcPacTSfT[[P]SfPb
cWaTTd]STa_PaPccWTcda]Qdccf^S^dQ[TQ^VThb^]cWT
QPRZ]X]TbPfWX\UX]XbWcWTSPhPcPSXbP__^X]cX]VTeT]
_Pa&!fWX[TAPWX[6P]VYTTUX]XbWTS^]UXeT^eTa&&
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hyderabad: CWT cWXaS C! 8]cTa]PcX^]P[ QTcfTT] 8]SXP
P]SFTbc8]SXTbbRWTSd[TSX]2WT]]PX^]=^eT\QTa#
fX[[ QT WT[S Pb _Ta bRWTSd[T PUcTa cWT 2^\\XccTT ^U
0S\X]XbcaPc^ab PRRT_cTS cWT CP\X[ =PSd 2aXRZTc
0bb^RXPcX^]b aT`dTbc ^U bcXRZX]V c^ cWT ^[S U^a\d[P ^]
R^\_[X\T]cPah cXRZTcb FT PaT PfPXcX]V P R^]UXa\PcX^]
\PX[Ua^\cWT1228P]S8RP]cT[[h^dcWPc\PcRWfX[[QT
WP__T]X]V X] 2WT]]PX CWTaT WPS QTT] TgcT]bXeT
SXbRdbbX^]bP]S2>0WPbd]STabc^^S^daaPcX^]P[TQTWX]S
bcXRZX]Vc^cWT^[SU^a\d[P^U\T\QTabWX__PbbTb8cbP
VaTPc]TfbU^aRaXRZTc[^eTabX]2WT]]PXPC=20^UUXRXP[
c^[S ?C8 CWdabSPh <PSWhP ?aPSTbW 2aXRZTc 0bb^RXPcX^]
VPeT d_ cWTXa W^bcX]V aXVWcb QTU^aT cWT bTR^]S >38 ^]
>Rc^QTa!#fPbbWXUcTSUa^\8]S^aTc^EXbPZWP_Pc]P\
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new delhi: 2F6 P]S 0bXP] 6P\Tb 6^[S \TSP[[Xbc
1PYaP]V?d]XPXbcWT^][h8]SXP]faTbc[TaUa^\Pbca^]V"
\T\QTab`dPSc^VTcPbTTSX]VPccWTd_R^\X]VF^a[S
2WP\_X^]bWX_bPbWTWPbQTT]bTTSTScWXaSX]cWT%$ZV
RPcTV^ah X] \T]b UaTTbch[T R^\_TcXcX^] 6^X]V Qh WXb
U^a\ 1PYaP]V fX[[ QT P bca^]V \TSP[ R^]cT]STa Pc cWT
F^a[S FaTbc[X]V 2WP\_X^]bWX_b bRWTSd[TS c^ WT[S X]
1dSP_Tbc 7d]VPah Ua^\ >Rc^QTa ! c^ !' CWT D]XcTS
F^a[S FaTbc[X]V DFF WPb X]ca^SdRTS cWT aP]ZX]V
_^X]cb QPbTS bTTSX]V bhbcT\ U^a cWT UXabc cX\T U^a cWT
F^a[S 2WP\_X^]bWX_b 1PYaP]V WPb #$ _^X]cb X] cWT
aP]ZX]V [Xbc aT[TPbTS Qh cWT f^a[S Q^Sh 8] cWT _Pbc
faTbc[TabfTaT_d[[TSX]c^cWTQaPRZTcbeXPPaP]S^\SaPf
^U[^cbATRT]caP]ZX]Vc^da]P\T]cbbdRWPbCQX[XbX6aP]S
?aXgX]6T^aVXPP]SHPbPa3^Vd8]cTa]PcX^]P[X]8bcP]Qd[
WPeT QTT] dbTS c^ STcTa\X]T cWT aP]ZX]V _^X]cb U^a cWT
F^a[S2WP\_X^]bWX_
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new delhi: 8] P VXP]cZX[[X]V TUU^ac EX_PbWP <TWaP
Z]^RZTS ^dc c^_ bTTS 1WPZcX ?PafP]X % % %# c^
\^eTc^cWTbT\XUX]P[b^UcWTVXa[bd]STa %TeT]cPccWT
5T]TbcP >_T] 9d]X^a =PcX^]P[ CT]]Xb 2WP\_X^]bWX_ ^]
CWdabSPh 8c fPb P aT\PaZPQ[T cda] Pa^d]S Qh EX_PbWP
fW^WPSbcadVV[TSc^VTc^]Q^PaSX]cWT^_T]X]VbTc0[b^
PSeP]RX]V c^ cWT [PbcU^da fPb U^dacW bTTS Bd]bZaXcX
3P\TaP fW^ TPbTS _Pbc 1T[P CP\WP]ZPa %! %!
BP]YP]PBXaX\P[PaP[[XTS_PbcAdcdYP2WP_WP[ZPa&%#%
"8]cWT[Pbc`dPacTaUX]P[6PaVX?PafPafPbcTbcTSX]cWT
UXabcbTcQTU^aTbWTcWd\_TS:PbXbW1WPcXP&%$% 8]
P]^cWTa c^dVW \PcRW 3T]X\ HPSPe ^dcVd]]TS BdbWP]c
3PQPb%"!%%#
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his footing at 5-5 in the first set against
Croatia's Borna Coric.
The 30-year-old Del Potro had lengthy
treatment and strapping put on his knee, but
conceded the match after losing the first set
7-5.
Coric, the 13th seed, faces Australia's
unseeded Matthew Ebden next
Second seed Djokovic enjoyed a measure of revenge as he booked his spot in the

quarter-finals with a 6-4, 6-0 demolition of
Marco Cecchinato.
The Serbian was stunned by the Italian
— ranked 72 in the world at the time -- in
the French Open quarter-finals earlier this
year.
It was part of a wretched run of form
Djokovic suffered after elbow surgery in
February.
But he exploded back to life mid-sea-

son, winning Wimbledon, the Cincinnati
Masters and US Open.
The 31-year-old says he is back close to
the kind of blistering form that has brought
him 14 Grand Slams.
Djokovic will play South Africa's seventh seed Kevin Anderson and said he was
arrowing in on Rafael Nadal's top ranking.
The Spaniard is not in Shanghai due to
injury.

6KDUDG.XPDUFOLQFKHV*ROG

"Obviously, I'm going to try to do everything I can to get to number one," said
Djokovic.
"That's one of the — probably the—
biggest goal of the end of the season."
Rising star Zverev was similarly emphatic as he brushed aside Australian teenager
Alex de Minaur, 6-1, 6-4.
The German fourth seed will next play
11th seed Kyle Edmund.
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ndia took over the podium in men's high
jump T42/63 category, claiming all the
Imedals
up for grabs with defending champion Sharad Kumar smashing two records
to snare a second successive Gold in the
Asian Para Games here on Thursday.
The 26-year-old world championships
Silver-medallist bettered the Asian as well
as the Games record with a jump of 1.90m
to claim the top honours. The T42/63 covers lower limb deficiency, leg length difference, impaired muscle power and
impaired range of movement.
The silver was claimed by Rio
Paralympic Bronze-medallist Varun Bhati
(1.82m) and the Bronze went to the Rio
Gold-medallist Thangavelu Mariyappan
(1.67m). Bhati's jump was his season's best
effort.
Sharad, who hails from Bihar, suffered
paralysis in his left leg at the age of two after
being administered a spurious polio medicine at the local eradication drive. He has
been a former world number one.
Earlier, Indian javelin thrower Sundar
Singh Gurjar won a Silver medal in the
men's F46 category where two-time
Paralympic Gold-medallist Devendra
Jhajharia finished fourth.
In the same event, Rinku picked up a
Bronze medal to make it an India-dominated podium. The F46 category of disability covers upper limb deficiency,
impaired muscle power or impaired range
of movement.
India also logged a Bronze in the men's
400m T13 category with Avnil Kumar
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claiming the third position. The T13 classification deals with visual impairment.
In javelin throw, Gurjar notched up his
silver with an effort of 61.33m in his fifth
attempt. Gurjar trained for 22 days in
Finland before the Games, an exercise that
was backed by the Sports Authority of India
(SAI).
However, it was disappointment for
Jhajharia, a Silver-winner in the in the last
Asian Para Games in Incheon.
In the men's 400m race, Avnil Kumar
clocked 52sec to fetch a Bronze. The Gold
in this event was won by Iran's Omid
Zarifsanayei, who took 51.41sec to complete
the race, while Thailand's Songwut Lamsan.
Medals tumbled in for India in other
track-and-field events as well with Anandan
Gunasekram claiming the men's 400m
Silver in the T44, 62/64 classification,
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while Vinay Kumar settled for a Bronze.
In the T45/46/47 classification for
men's 400m, Sandeep Maan fetched a
Bronze medal.
Jayanti Behera clinched the women's
400m Silver in the T45/46/47 classification.
In the women's 400m classification that
deals with visual impairment (T12), Radha
Venkatesh took the Bronze medal.
In swimming, India fetched a bronze
with Swapnil Patil finishing third in the
men's 400m freestyle S10.
India remained on the ninth place in
the overall tally with eight Gold, 17 Silver
and 25 Bronze medals. The country added
13 podiums to its tally Thursday for a total
of 50 medals.
China continued to dominate with 137
Gold, 69 Silver and 49 Bronze, followed by
South Korea.

ndia endured a medal-less outing at
the Youth Olympics after the Gold
rush of the previous three days as the
women's hockey team lost to Argentina
and rising table tennis player Archana
Kamath went down in the Bronze
medal match here.
Kamath, who became the first
Indian paddler to enter the semifinals
of Youth Olympics, gave her all against
Romania's Andreea Dragoman before
losing 11-8, 11-13, 9-11, 5-11, 9-11 in
the semifinal played on Wednesday
night (wee hours of Thursday in
India).
The Indian under-18 women's
hockey team suffered its first loss of the
Youth Olympics' five-a-side competition, going down 2-5 to hosts
Argentina.
After three successive wins, India
lost the toughest match they played in
the event.
Argentina opened the scoring
with a seventh minute goal through
Celina Di Santo. India's Mumtaz Khan
equalised soon after in the eighth
minute but the hosts regained the lead
in the 10th minute with a field goal by
Sofia Ramallo.
The second period, however, was
totally dominated by Argentina as they
showcased brilliant attack that helped
them score back-to-back in the 12th,
17th and 19th minute through Sofia,

8]SXP]W^RZTh_[PhTabX]PRcX^] 7^RZTh8]SXP

Josefina Rubenacker and Gianella
Palet respectively.
The Indian team will face South
Africa in its fifth match of the competition.
A little later in the day, the men's
hockey team too did not get the result
it wanted, losing 3-4 to Australia in a
keenly contested contest. Davis Miles,
James Collins, Alistair Murray, Bradely
Marais scored for Australia while
India struck through Vivek Sagar
Prasad, who found the net twice, and
Shivam Anand.
On Thursday morning, swimmer
Advait Page disappointed in Heat 3,
finishing seventh. The medal-less day
for India came after it won three historic Gold medals in as many days.
Another medal could be assured
if rising badminton star Lakshya Sen
wins his semifinal against Japan's
Kodai Naraoka later on Thursday.
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uslan Malinovskiy cancelled out
Federico Bernardeschi's second
half strike as Italy were held 1-1 by
Ukraine in an international friendly in Genoa on Wednesday during
which the victims of the bridge collapse in the city were remembered.
Bernardeschi's low strike beat
Ukraine goalkeeper Andriy Pyatov
after 55 minutes, but seven minutes
later Malinovskiy volleyed in for the
visitors.
Italy coach Roberto Mancini
spent most of his playing career in
Genoa, at Sampdoria, and the
friendly at the Stadio Luigi Ferraris
was organised to raise money for
those affected by the collapse of the
Morandi bridge on August 14.
Mancini, 53, was the most
capped player in Sampdoria's history
and also the Genoa club's top scorer winning a Serie A, four Italian
Cup and a European Cup Winners
Cup with the club.
For Italy the game was a warmup ahead of the weekend's Nations
League game against Poland, with
the Ukraine playing the Czech
Republic on Tuesday. Paris St
Germain midfielder Marco Veratti
returned after a long lay-off with
Cagliari midfielder Nicolo Barella,
21, making his senior Italy debut.
Pyatov has made a number of
fine saves, clearing a low
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Bernardeschi curling shot after five
minutes and a Leonardo Bonucci
volley.
There was a double chance just
before half-time, as Lorenzo
Insigne's effort was beaten away by
Pyatov and a Barella volley deflected over.
But Bernardeschi finally got the
better of Pyatov after 55 minutes
before being replaced by Lazio's Ciro
Immobile.
Federico Chiesa missed a chance
to close down the game for the
Italians, and moments later Mykyta
Burda headed down for Malinovskiy
to volley in.
The Ukraine play the Czech
Republic at home in Kharkiv on
Tuesday.

een to see India improving their away record,
national football team captain
Sunil Chhetri Thursday said
defense will be the key when
they play an international
friendly against China after 21
years on Saturday.
"We have to defend really
well. By the look and feel, I
believe we have to do a lot of
defending. We should not
afford them much space. At
the same time, whenever we
find a little room of opportunity, we have to construct the
moves and counter them,"
said Cheetri.
"To sum it up, it's a game
where we must be at the top
of our game in every single
department. If we are not
being able to combine well
and operate as a team, then
they'll make us struggle a lot,"
he said.
Chettri said India have
not done well away from our
home and it's time to better
"our records".
"It's the time to do so. I
just hope we can utilise this
opportunity to go back and
give a good account of ourselves. We have to convince

Bd]X[2WWTcaXaXVWcP]SHd\]P\<P]VP]VbTR^]SaXVWcUXVWcU^acWTQP[[

ourselves first that yes, we are
improving. Come January, it
will be very difficult for us and
we have to be ready for that."
"I'm happy that we are
playing a team like China. It's
strange that we are playing
them after so long. We should
have played them more often.
I'm very excited because they
are a quality opponent and
they have always been a
respected side in Asia."
Chettri missed out on
India's last away fixture
against the Kyrgyzstan due to
an injury.
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He is keen to make his
presence count but will not
take pressure.
"I don't take too much
pressure on myself. I'm happy
that I'm back to the team once
again, that too for an away fixture. It's very difficult but it's
something where I want to be.
Thank God, everyone seems
to be fit, I'm fit too. I can't just
wait to go out there and give
our best on Saturday."
The charismatic captain
said he was more focussed on
the team doing well than personal accomplishments.

"If you focus on personal
goals, then you'll go in a different direction where you
don't actually want to head.
We are a team and that's the
most important thing. I'm
one of the senior players,
actually, the senior most player and I have my responsibility towards the team. What we
achieve individually is important but it's never ever more
than the team does."
China are being coached
by World Cup-wining Italian
Marcelo Lippi but Chhetri
said every team playing at
home is dangerous.
"Forget about China —
any team who's not as fancy as
China are always threatening
at their home. China are one
of the Asian teams who are
doing really great in Football
of late. The League has gone
from strength to strength and
the National team has benefitted from that under a
respectable coach like Marcelo
Lippi.
"That's going to be the
perfect challenge that we need
to assess ourselves. We have
done really well in the last
couple of years but now it'll
help us gauge ourselves before
the Asian Cup."
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ndia's ruthless home run is unlikely to be challenged when the team
takes on a below-par West Indies in
the second Test Friday in what threatens to be another lopsided contest.
After the hosts won the first Test
by a record innings and 272 runs, there
are hardly any signs that there will be
a change in the script as the second Test
promises to be another run-feast.
Add to it, skipper Jason Holder is
still not 100 per cent fit and their only
fast bowler of repute Shannon Gabriel
is a doubtful starter for the encounter.
India, on the other hand, have not made
any changes to the squad that won the
first game inside three days in Rajkot.
The lop-sided matches are hardly
the kind of preparation the Indian team
would have wanted before the big-ticket series against Australia starting
December.
In fact, Virat Kohli's team might not
be able to escape a sense of deja vu as
it goes into the second Test.
In 2011, India dominated West
Indies 2-0 in a one-sided series before
crashing to a 0-4 defeat against Australia
Down Under.
Similarly, in 2013 when India won
both Test matches well inside three
days, the next tour of South Africa didn't pan out well as they lost the series.
It is just an indicator that the West

Indies Test teams over the years have
not been competitive enough to challenge the Indian team, which is anyway
formidable on home turf.
In contests like these, the focus is
on challenging one's own self which
skipper Virat Kohli did in the first Test
where he scored 139 off 230 balls.
While 18-year-old Prithvi Shaw
expectedly hogged the limelight with a
smashing ton on debut, Kohli's innings
was a master-class of how to set a different challenge for oneself as a batsman.
The West Indies
bowling, which at
best can be compared to a lower
rung first-class side
in India, could have
been taken to the
cleaners but the
Indian skipper hit
only 10 fours in his
knock -- significantly less
than Shaw's 19 boundaries
and Cheteshwar Pujara's 14
hits.
The bulk of the runs 99 of them came in singles
and doubles. Perhaps, he
was trying to check if he
curbs certain strokes, how
his game will shape up. He
showed a different facet to
his batsmanship during
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Durban, 118 at Wellington, 103 at the
Lord's and 145 at Melbourne.
Rahane has gone without a Test
hundred for nearly 14 months (last
hundred came against Sri Lanka in
August 2017).
His career has tapered off a bit in
the last couple of years. And the second
Test would be last shot to get back into
a good frame of mind before the
Australia series, which could be make

the 24th Test hundred.
The only area of concern for India
will be vice-captain Ajinkya Rahane's
form, who was touted as the best player in overseas conditions back in 201314 season, when he scored 96 at
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est Indies all-rounder Roston Chase says
they are better-prepared to tackle young
W
hane Warne believes England should seriIndian batsman Prithvi Shaw, whose initial Sously consider replacing Joe Root with Jos
onslaught had set the tone for their embarrass- Buttler as Test captain to allow Root to focus
ing defeat in the first Test.
Young Shaw scored a century on debut, playing a key role in India's big win in the seriesopener.
"I am sure our guys would have learnt quickly from what happened in the first Test and we
will know some of the strengths of the young
Shaw, who really took us apart early in the game.
I am sure we will learn from our mistakes in the
first game and move on smartly in
the second game," Chase said on
the eve of the second Test.
While there is a plan
in place for Shaw, Chase
didn't want to divulge.
"We had a long chat
after the first Test and
came up with some plans.
We discussed how we are
looking to bowl at him in the
second Test along with some of the
other batters. I can't obviously discuss our plans in the conference.
I think we have a better idea of
what we are looking to do against
him."
One of the positives going
into the second Test is the
presence of seniormost pacer Kemar
Roach and captain
Jason Holder.
"It's always good
to have the captain back. I am not sure what the
line-up will be for the next match. Can't really
say who is playing but it's really good to have
Kemar Roach back, a very senior player and
brings a lot of experience to the team. So yeah,
it's good to have both of them back."
Chase also explained the reasons for his
team's batting debacle in the first Test.
“India scoring 600-odd runs. It was always
going to be a hard task for us to comeback and
surpass that score. I thought that on the first
afternoon that we batted, guys were a bit tired
having fielded so many overs. But after that, I
thought we didn't really apply ourselves on the
pitch.”

on becoming the world's best batsman.
Australia spin great Warne says the
Yorkshire star could dominate the global game
with the bat and feels Buttler would make a
"very, very good" Test skipper. Warne worked
with Buttler in his role as mentor for Indian
Premier League team Rajasthan Royals and
is convinced the Lancashire player has credible Test leadership skills.
"I've worked with Jos a bit this year, and
I think he's someone who would make an
excellent captain," said Warne. "I really
enjoyed working with him, I'd like to think
I helped him out a little bit." Warne, who is
promoting his autobiography, said Root is
England's best player but would be disappointed with his conversion rate when it came
to hundreds.
"He'd love to have more hundreds to be
able to be spoken about in the same sentences
as Virat Kohli and Steve Smith," he said.
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"Maybe England could think about their
best player having the shackles off, not having the responsibility of captaincy, and give
it to someone like Jos Buttler," he added.
"If he (Root) totally 100 percent concentrates on his cricket, his batting and
nothing else, then maybe we might see Joe
Root become the best batsman in the
world," Warne said. "He's got the talent to
do it."

or break for him.
The Indian team has decided
against any experiments with Mayank
Agarwal failing to find a place in the XII
for this game.
Bowling coach Bharath Arun put
up a strong argument for the out-ofform KL Rahul (14 failures in 16
knocks this year).
The decision to play him for this
Test is a fair enough indication that
India will be looking at the Rahul-Shaw
combination going into that first Test
against Australia in Adelaide on
December 6.
Shardul Thakur continues to be the
12th man as a 2-0 series win is paramount for the home team at this point
of time.
Mohammed Shami and Umesh
Yadav will also like to use this opportunity well as they are unlikely to feature in the ODI series.
For West Indies, the aim will to at
least put up some fight unlike the Rajkot
game where they didn't even last 100
overs across both innings.
Kieran Powell's 83 and Roston
Chase's 53 were the only notable contributions from the Caribbean batting
line-up in the first game.
In the second innings, it looked as
if the batsmen were in a tearing hurry
to hit every ball where the need of the
hour was to show patience.
The West Indies' slide in Test is a
combination of both lack of application
and technique needed to compete at the
highest level.
They would love to redeem themselves, which looks highly unlikely as
of now.
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top the comparisons and let Prithvi Shaw be -- Indian captain Virat Kohli on Thursday demanded "some space" for
the teenage sensation, whose batting has drawn parallels with
the likes of Sachin Tendulkar and Virender Sehwag.
Hailed as a child prodigy, Shaw had a cracking Test debut
against the West Indies team, hitting 134 off 154 balls in the
first Test against Rajkot. The knock led to a media frenzy and
a series of comments on how he is destined for greatness.
On the eve of the second Test here, the skipper, who tasted stardom quite early himself, took queries on the 18-yearold and called for some space.
"I don't think he should be rushed into anything yet because
you need to give a youngster a space to grow, in his own abilities. This guy is supremely talented and he has got great ability as everyone saw," the skipper said at the pre-match press
conference.
"We definitely think he (Shaw) has it in him to play at the
highest level and he can repeat what he did in the first game.
He is a very keen learner, a sharp guy. He understands situations well. We are all very happy for him," he added.
Kohli echoed India opener Gautam Gambhir, who
Wednesday said
that people should
stop comparing
him to the great
Virender Sehwag.
"We shouldn't
compare him to
anyone yet. We
shouldn't put him
in a space where he
feels pressure of any
kind and he should
be left in a space
where he enjoys his
cricket and slowly
grows into a player
we all believe in."
Tournaments
like the IPL, the A
tours, live coverage
of the U-19 tournaments put youngsters under instant
spotlight and Kohli
agreed that they are
more equipped to
handle pressure situations.
"Definitely it
could be one of the
reasons
(early
exposure) because
they are already
exposed to the
environment that
the international game would replicate. But there's always pressure of playing for the country.
"When you get that cap in the morning of the game, there's
always butterflies in the stomach and I am sure everyone feels
that pressure.
"But I am sure it is not as intense as 10-15 years back, when
you didn't have any exposure in this kind of cricket and suddenly you are put out there in a Test match making your debut
for India - the highest or toughest thing there could be."
IPL is one of the tournaments that had helped youngsters
not get overawed by top flight cricket.
"So I agree with the fact that they have played in situations
in the IPL where they play in front of so many people that they
are not nervous anymore at the big stage.
"...I think they are not overawed by the scenario and I think
that's always going to be an advantage because the guys coming in can start doing the job from game one which both these
young guys have done that and Hanuma (Vihari) as well. They
are supremely confident guys, those who are coming up (the
ranks)."
The skipper scored his 24th hundred in Rajkot where he
ran nearly 100 runs (99) in singles and doubles.
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ashing keeper-batsman Rishabh
Pant forced his way into the
D
Indian ODI set-up for the first time
as the national selection committee
got down to put in place a succession
plan for the legendary Mahendra
Singh Dhoni.
Pant, who had scored 114 and 92
in his previous two Test appearances,
has been a prolific white ball player
who replaced the inconsistent Dinesh
Karthik as Dhoni's cover.
The southpaw is expected to be
one of the missing links in the
Indian ODI team's middle order jigsaw puzzle.
Asked if Pant will be playing
purely as batsman, chairman of
selectors MSK Prasad said: "Yes,
definitely but if need arises he will be
the back-up keeper."
While Dhoni remains the firstchoice keeper till the World Cup,
Prasad indicated that young Pant is
a long-term investment.
"It is no brainer who is our No 1
wicketkeeper. In search of second
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wicketkeeper, we have given opportunities to DK and right now we are
giving opportunity to Rishabh Pant.
At an appropriate time, we will take
a call as to who is the best among the
two."
Prasad indicated that they have

now zeroed in on a couple of names
for the two middle-order slots.
Another interesting inclusion
was of Mohammed Shami, who last
played an ODI in September last year.
He will be looked at as a potential
third seamer option.
"I have been telling this for a
quite some time that we are just 18
ODIs away from now before we play
first game of the World Cup and so
we need to figure out our fast
bowlers and in this process we have
picked Shami," said Prasad.
It is learnt that skipper Virat
Kohli, who was rested for the Asia
Cup, returns to play all five ODIs
while Bhuvneshwar Kumar and
Jasprit Bumrah are set to comeback
during the second phase of the
series.
The chairman of selectors also
said that Dhoni will take part in the
Vijay Hazare Trophy knock-out
phase, representing Jharkhand.
On Kedar Jadhav, it was learnt
that he will be available for the last
three ODIs as he is still recovering
from a hamstring injury.
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ustralia hung on for a sensational draw in the first test
against Pakistan after opening
batsman Usman Khawaja scored
a patient century on the last day
Thursday.
Needing an improbable 462
runs for victory, Australia batted
for a draw and survived a testing
last hour eight wickets down.
After legspinner Yasir Shah
snared Khawaja, Mitchell Starc,
and Peter Siddle within eight
balls, Australia captain Tim
Paine, 61 not out, and No. 10
batsman Nathan Lyon, 5 not
out, held out against Pakistan.
Australia finished on 362-8,
its longest fourth innings for a

draw, after 202 in the first
innings.
Pakistan scored 482 and 1816 declared.
All of Khawaja's 8 1/2-hour
toil in which he scored 141 off
302 balls seemed to have gone in
vain when Shah claimed him and
two other quick wickets to give
back Pakistan a big sniff of victory.
But Paine and Lyon thwarted Pakistan bowlers over the last
12 overs to pull off a remarkable
draw.
Khawaja and Paine seemed
to be carrying Australia to safety in their sixth-wicket stand lasting 36 overs.
But just after the left-handed Khawaja made the highest

Babar Azam, and Siddle fell lbw
for zero off a sharp Shah delivery.
But Paine and Lyon batted
resolutely against Shah (4-114),
seamer Mohammad Abbas (356), and offspinner Bilal Asif, who
took six wickets in the first
innings but none in the second.
Earlier, Pakistan had to wait
until after lunch to get the day's
first breakthrough when
Mohammad Hafeez had Travis
Head (72) lbw off the very first
ball with the second new ball.
This ended a brilliant 132?PZXbcP]_[PhTabbWPZTWP]SbfXcW0dbcaP[XP]QPcb\T]PUcTacWT\PcRW
0? run, fourth-wicket stand as Head
dug in on a wearing pitch in his
score by any visiting batsman in delivery around the wicket and debut test. He hit five fours in his
175-ball knock.
Asia, passing Daniel Vettori's 140 was plumb leg before wicket.
Khawaja completed his cenStarc was brilliantly snapped
in 2009 in Colombo, he was out.
He missed a sweep shot off Shah's up on 1 close to the wicket by tury off 224 balls with 10 fours.

Then Shah claimed his first wicket of the match by snaring Marnus
Labuschagne (13) lbw off a quicker legbreak.
Pakistan came close to dismissing Khawaja on 109, but
Azhar Ali's throw from long off
missed the stumps at the nonstriker's end with the batsman
way out of his crease.
Australia resumed the day on
136-3, needing an unlikely 326
more runs to win.
Khawaja and Head added 79
runs together in the first session,
and Khawaja led them in gathering 74 more in the second session.
Khawaja departed an hour into
the last session, but he'd given his
teammates a blueprint on how to
defend.

